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Sho
ootingg down live saatellitee, Indiaa
entters strrategicc Spacee
Whiile the test pllaces India in a select group
g
of cou
untries with such
s
strateggic strength,
th
his capabilityy has never been used by
b any counttry against its
i enemy an
nd the use
of space fo
or wars is deeeply abhorrred by the en
ntire internaational comm
munity
B Amitabh Sinha,
By
S
John
nson T A
Pune, Bangaluru:
B
Making a surprise annnouncementt shortly affter noon Wednesday,
W
Prime
Minister Narendra
N
Mo
odi said Inddia had succcessfully tessted an anti--satellite miissile, becom
ming a
space power and only the
t fourth coountry after the US, Russsia and Chinna with the strategic
s
cappability
to hit and destroy
d
satelllites.
A Balliistic Missilee Defence (BMD) Intterceptor deeveloped byy the Defennce Researcch and
Developmeent Organissation (DRD
DO), similarr to the onnes that inteercept and destroy inccoming
missiles, was
w fired Weednesday moorning from the
t Dr A P J Abdul Kalaam Island laaunch complex, off
the Odishaa coast and south of Balaasore. It struuck an Indiann satellite in low earth orrbit, about 300 km
from the eaarth’s surfacce.
ISRO soources said the
t DRDO missile
m
knockked out a miicro satellitee called Micrrosat-R whicch was
launched by
b ISRO into
o low earth orbit
o
for the DRDO on January
J
24 thhis year. Thhe satellite, sources
said, wouldd have been hurtling at a speed of more
m
than 27,,000 km per hour.
Given that
t
satellites are criticaal infrastructture for any country, ussed as they are for naviigation
systems, communicati
c
ion, bankingg networks, stock markkets, weatheer forecastinng and a rannge of
military annd other civil applicationns, the abilityy to destroy enemy satelllites is a pottent capabiliity that
can cripplee the enemy.
The entire operation
n, from the launch
l
to the hit, took juust three minnutes, the Prrime Ministeer told
the nation in a special televised address, calling it “an unprrecedented achievement
a
t”.
“Some time
t
back (tthis morningg), our scienntists have hit a live sateellite 300 km
m away in thhe low
earth orbitt. This was a pre-determ
mined targeet which hass been brouught down by
b an anti-saatellite
missile. The
T operation was com
mpleted in thhree minutees. Mission Shakti wass a very diifficult
operation in
i which verry high qualiity technical capability was
w required,” Modi saidd.
In a tw
weet later, hee said: “#M
MissionShakti is special for 2 reasoons: (1) Indiia is only thhe 4th
country to acquire succh a speciallised & moddern capabillity. (2) Entiire effort is indigenous.. India
stands tall as a space power!
p
It will
w make Inddia stronger,, even more secure and will further peace
and harmony.”
A DRD
DO statement said the BMD
B
Interceeptor was a three-stage missile withh two solid rocket
boosters. As
A is mand
datory for anny missile test,
t
the autthorities hadd issued a Notice
N
to Airmen
A
(NOTAM)), a pre-requ
uisite inform
mation to be provided too airline authhorities arouund the worlld that
India was about
a
to con
nduct a test. The
T NOTAM
M did not sppecify the typpe of test beiing conducteed, but
only the fliight path and
d the areas affected.
a
“Trackinng data from
m range senssors has conffirmed that the
t mission met all its objectives.
o
Thhe test
has demonnstrated the nation’s
n
capaability to defend its asseets in outer space.
s
It is a vindication of the
strength annd robust natture of DRD
DO’s program
mmes,” the DRDO
D
said.
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While the
t test placces India inn a select group
g
of couuntries withh such strateegic strengthh, this
capability has never been
b
used byy any countrry against itss enemy andd the use off space for wars
w
is
deeply abhhorred by th
he entire intternational community.
c
Though the United Sttates and the then
Soviet Uniion both testted anti-satelllite missiless way back in
i the 1970s and 1980s at
a the heightt of the
Cold War, they never targeted
t
eachh other’s asssets in space.
The Outer Space Trreaty of 19667, to which India is a siignatory, proohibits counntries from placing
p
into orbit around
a
the earth
e
“any obbjects carryinng nuclear weapons
w
or any
a other kinnds of weappons of
mass destrruction”. It also prohibiits the statiooning of such weaponss on celestiaal bodies, likke the
moon, or inn outer space.
The treeaty does no
ot, howeverr, prohibit tests
t
like thhe one carriied out by India Wednnesday
morning, something
s
th
hat the Minisstry of Exterrnal Affairs pointed to while
w
emphaasising that thhe test
had not vioolated any in
nternational law.
l
Modi tooo described
d the test as
a a “defenssive” move,, aimed at securing thee country’s space
infrastructuure, and stressed that it did not chhange India’’s strong oppposition to weaponisattion of
space.
“Today,, we are usin
ng space andd satellites foor all sorts of purposes, including
i
aggriculture, deefence,
disaster maanagement, communicattion, entertainment, weaather, navigaation, educattion, medicaal uses,
and other things.
t
In succh a situation, the securiity of these satellites
s
is extremely
e
im
mportant,” hee said.
“I want to assure th
he international communnity that ourr newly acquuired capabillity is not taargeted
at anyone. This is a deefence capabbility of an India whichh is progresssing at a rappid pace. Inddia has
always been opposed to weaponnisation of space,
s
and today’s
t
test does not alter
a
that poosition.
Today’s teest does not violate
v
any innternational law or treatty,” he said.
https://indiianexpress.ccom/article/iindia/shootinng-down-livee-satellite-inndia-enters-sstrategic-spaace5646177/
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What is ASA
AT?
ASATs (Anti-Satelllite Weaponns) are aimed at destrooying or dissabling spacce assets, whether
w
military orr civilian, offfensive or defensive, according to a document of
o the Unitedd Nations Innstitute
for Disarm
mament Research (UNID
DIR). They arre generally of two typess: kinetic andd non-kinetiic.
Kinetic ASATs: Th
hey must phyysically strikke an object in order to destroy
d
it. Exxamples of kinetic
k
ASATs incclude ballisttic missiles, drones that drag an objject out of orbit
o
or detonate explosiives in
proximity to the object, or any item
m launched to coincide with the passsage of a taarget satellitee. This
means anyy space asseet, even a coommunicatioons satellite,, could becoome an ASA
AT if it is used
u
to
physically destroy another space object.
Non-kinnetic ASATss: A variety of nonphyssical means can be usedd to disable or
o destroy a space
object. Theese include frequency jaamming, blinnding laserss or cyberatttacks. These methods caan also
render an object useleess without causing thee target to break
b
up annd fragment absent addditional
forces inteervening. In 2018, the UNIDIR prroposed threee ASAT test guidelinees. Under thhe ‘No
Debris’guiideline, if an
n actor wishees to test ASA
AT capabilitties, they shoould not creaate debris. — PTI
Rare, high-tech,
h
an
nd risky to test
t
ASAT is
i an anti-sattellite weapoon that can target
t
enemyy satellites — blinding them
t
or disrrupting
communications — beesides providding a technoology base for
fo intercepting ballistic missiles.
m
2

1959: The
T US perfforms first anti-satellite
a
tests; Boldd Orion, designed as N--tipped misssile repurposed to attack sateellites, launched from a bomber
b
1960s: The
T Soviet Union
U
perforrms similar tests;
t
tests a weapon thaat could be laaunched intoo orbit,
approach enemy
e
satelliite and destrroy it
1985: US
U tests ASM-135, launnched from an F-15 jet, destroys US
S satellite; thhere were no tests
for more thhan 20 yearss; in 2008, US
U uses ship-launched missile
m
to desstroy a defunnct spy satelllite \
2007: China
C
enterss anti-satelliite arena byy destroying an old weaather satellitte in a high,, polar
orbit. The test
t created the largest orbital
o
debriss cloud in hisstory, with over
o
3,000 obbjects
PROBL
LEM OF DE
EBRIS
• Deb
bris from an
nti-satellite tests can crreate probleems for otheer satellites and spacecrraft in
orbbit, as tiny biits of junk whiz
w through space manyy times fasterr than a rifle bullet
• The
e Internation
nal Space Staation, for exxample, reguularly tweakss its orbit to avoid debriss of all
kinnds
• Chiina’s test in 2007 is conssidered the most
m destrucctive
• Bec
cause the im
mpact took place
p
at an altitude
a
of more
m
than 800 km, manny of the ressulting
scraaps stayed in
n orbit
• The
e US test in
n 2008 did not
n create ass much orbiital debris, and
a because it was at a lower
altiitude, atmosp
pheric drag caused
c
muchh of it to falll toward Eartth and burn up
—
Reuuters
https://www
w.tribuneind
dia.com/new
ws/nation/what-is-asat/7449403.html
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Gott clearaance foor projject tw
wo yearrs
agoo, says DRDO
O Chieef
New Deelhi: India’s successful anti-satellitee missile tesst on Wedneesday showeed that the country
now posseesses the cap
pability to sttrike satellittes in outer space with centimetre-l
c
evel accuraccy and
precision, DRDO
D
Chaiirman G Sathheesh Reddyy said Wednnesday.
Reddy, who oversaaw the top secret
s
operaation, said thhe governmeent accordedd clearance to the
project aroound two yeaars back withh an aim to deter
d
threats to the counttry’s space assets.
a
In a majjor feat, a DR
RDO-develooped missilee destroyed a low-orbitinng satellite inn a critical teest that
catapulted India as a sp
pace power alongside
a
thhe US, Chinaa and Russia.
“It is a great achieevement for India as thhe technologgy used for the test hass been comppletely
developed indigenouslly,” Reddy said.
“The tesst was a refllection of Inddia’s growinng capabilityy to develop critical techhnology and it will
act as a goood deterren
nce,” he saidd adding Inddia was the fourth counntry to go foor an anti-saatellite
missile tesst after the United
U
Statees, Russia and
a China. The
T Defencee Research and Develoopment
Organisatioon (DRDO)) said a Balllistic Missiile Defence (BMD) Intterceptor Miissile successsfully
engaged ann Indian orbiiting target satellite
s
in Low Earth Orrbit (LEO) inn a ‘Hit to Kill’
K mode.
“The innterceptor miissile was a three-stage missile withh two solid rocket
r
boostters. Trackinng data
from rangee sensors hass confirmed that the mission met all its objectivees,” it said.
The testt was conduccted, under ‘Mission Shhakti’ operatiion, from thee Dr APJ Abbdul Kalam Island
in Odisha.
3

The DRDO Chairman said the test has demonstrated India’s capability to defend its assets in
outer space and is a reflection of the country’s growing capability to develop critical technology.
“The shooting down of a satellite with a missile reflected that we have matured to develop
technology which could achieve accuracy in terms of centimetres” said Reddy, adding clearance for
the project was given over two years back.
The DRDO said the test has once again proven the capability of indigenous weapon systems.
India is yet to have a comprehensive national security doctrine. However, a joint operational
doctrine for the Army, the Navy and the Air Force, released in April 2017 had proposed to set up a
‘Defence Space Agency’ to deal with issues relating to outer space.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of External Affairs said the test was not directed against any country
and that India has no intention of entering into an arms race in outer space.
“The test is not directed against any country. India’s space capabilities do not threaten any
country and nor are they directed against anyone,” the MEA said in a 10-point explainer on the antisatellite missile test. — PTI
‘In 2007, we had expertise, but no will’
Hyderabad: Former ISRO chairman G Madhavan Nair said on Wednesday that India had the
anti-satellite missile capability more than a decade ago but there was no political will at the time to
demonstrate it. He said when China shot down an ageing weather satellite by launching a missile in
2007, India had the technology to undertake a similar mission. Asked if India could have
demonstrated the anti-satellite missile capability in 2007 itself, Nair said “certainly”, but it could
not be done due to absence of "political decision”.
‘Technology used completely indigenous’
The project was implemented in the fastest way possible and it showed the DRDO’s capability in
doing such programmes. The technology used has been completely developed indigenously. —G
Satheesh Reddy, DRDO Chairman
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/got-clearance-for-project-two-years-ago-says-drdochief/749399.html
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ASAT missile project went into ‘mission mode’
6 months ago, says DRDO Chief
DRDO chief G Satheesh Reddy has said that preparation for anti-satellite missile
project began years ago but Mission Shakti went into ‘mission mode’ only six months ago
After successfully conducting an A-SAT or anti-satellite missile test yesterday, the chairman of
the DRDO (Defence Research and Development Organisation) revealed in an interview with ANI
that the project to develop this rare missile capability was green-lit two years ago.
“The NSA (Ajit Doval) whom we report to on strategic matters gave the direction to go ahead
with the test and he had the concurrence from the Prime Minister. The development started a few
years back and we went into mission mode in the last 6 months,” said DRDO’s Chairman G
Satheesh Reddy in an exclusive interview to ANI.
Reddy also added that in the last 6 months when the A-SAT missile programme entered “mission
mode” level, about 100 scientists worked round-the-clock to reach the intended launch date target
that was set.
4

The A-SAT missile was launched at approximately 11:16 AM on Tuesday from Odisha’s
Balasore and within three minutes of launch, it successfully hit the intended target, a decommissioned Indian satellite, in a “Low-Earth Orbit” at roughly 300 km from the Earth’s surface.
“Some time ago, our scientists shot down a live satellite 300 kilometres away in space, in LowEarth Orbit... It was conducted under Mission Shakti, which was completed in three minutes,” PM
Modi said in his 10-minute televised address.
When asked the reason behind choosing a 300 km-altitude range for the target, Reddy said that
protecting nearby space assets had to be considered. “As a responsible nation we wanted to be sure
all space assets were safe and all the debris decayed fast,” added DRDO Chairman Reddy.
Shortly after PM Modi’s televised address announcing the success of “Mission Shakti”, India’s
Ministry of External Affairs released a detailed note informing the World that India’s actions were
only to augment its deterrence capabilities and did not intend to trigger an arms race in space.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry released a statement responding to India’s A-SAT test which read,
“We have noticed reports and hope that each country will uphold peace and tranquillity in outer
space.”
With the success of “Mission Shakti”, India has now entered an elite club of three nations United States, Russia and China, with similar missile technology. This sort of missile application
enables a country to attack and disrupt enemy satellites, thereby affecting communication networks.
India’s A-SAT missile was an indigenous build.
“We have hit the target by ‘Kinetic kill’- that means by directly hitting the satellite. This calls for
many technologies which we have developed completely indigenously in the country and we have
achieved accuracy within a few centimetres...a very high level of accuracy,” said Reddy in an
exclusive interview to ANI.
(This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
the headline has been changed.)
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/mission-shakti-asat-missile-project-went-into-missionmode-6-months-ago-says-drdo-chief/story-oZROs7ULiJ9Zr6kL20j1lM.html
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India's ASAT capability has been
around for some time now
ASAT weapons, while useful to knock out communications and
imaging satellites, are not all that effective against those flying at higher orbits
By Manoj Joshi
Shortly after the first test of India’s ballistic missile Agni V, Dr V.K. Saraswat told India
Today in a wide-ranging interview that “India has all the building blocks for an anti-satellite system
in place.” But he said India would avoid a physical test “because of the risk of space debris
affecting other satellites,” and remain content to do the fine tuning electronically.
In another report, he was quoted as saying that India would field an ASAT weapon based on
Agni and the AD-2 Ballistic Missile interceptor by 2014.
So it’s clear that India has had the capacity to test an ASAT system for a while. Why it chose to
do it a couple of weeks short of the general elections has been made obvious by the fact that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi made a special address to the nation to announce it. Note, Modi did not
make any such address in the more trying circumstances of the Pulwama attack, when 40 CRPF
5

jawans were killed by the Jaish-e-Mohammad. Note, too, that Saraswat is currently a political
appointee in the NITI Aayog created by the Modi government.
Saraswat had himself explained what was needed – a Long Range Tracking Radar (LRTR) such
as the one the DRDO had been using for its Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD) tests. Once you
acquire a satellite, it is easy to figure out its trajectory and use a missile that lofts a “kill vehicle”
that may or may not have an explosive warhead and is guided by infra-red and radar frequency
seekers to reach the target and knock it out. All that is needed in the case of the satellite is a
physical hit that will send it spinning off its chosen orbit.
Previous tests by China and the US
In 2007, when China tested an SC-19 missile to destroy a Feng Yun IC weather satellite in low
earth orbit 865 km away, more than 3,000 pieces of trackable and 32,000 untrackable pieces of
debris were created, threatening other satellites and the international space station. Most satellite
activity and the space station are parked in the LEO. The resulting furore ensured that Beijing did
not carry out any more destructive ASAT tests.
The US was the first to conduct a destructive test in 1985 of a satellite orbiting at 555 km. But
later, its programme was cancelled, though it did knock off another satellite using a ship-based
missile, shortly after the 2007 Chinese test, saying that the ‘target’ was malfunctioning.
In 2013, a UN Group of Governmental Experts on Outer Space CBMS recommended a number
of new confidence-building measures. One of these stipulated that intentional orbital breakups that
left a debris tail must be avoided. They did not say that ASAT tests should be banned. All they said
was that the test should ideally leave no debris, or low debris (which can be achieved by a test on a
target sufficiently low so that the debris is not long-lived). The third recommendation was that these
tests should be notified to others so as to avoid mis-perceptions.
Of the three known destructive tests, the Indian target was the lowest at 300 km or so. As
indicated above, the 1985 American target was 555 km above, and the 2007 Chinese one was at 865
km. So, the likelihood is that there will be no dangerous debris, but that is something we will have
to wait and see.
India’s BMD capability
Hopefully, there will be other independent confirmation that the test did indeed take place. The
DRDO’s claimed BMD tests were overstated considerably since they were done in highly
controlled conditions and sometimes the targets were electronically simulated and acquired. The
missile used as the target was the short-range Prithvi, rather than an actual Medium Range Ballistic
Missile like the Agni, which would be the kind of missile India would have to defend itself against.
Over the years, India has built up a BMD capability though it is far from mature. But any
country that has such a capability can easily re-deploy it for ASAT purposes. India had acquired the
Israeli Green Pine radar, and possibly the technology for the interceptor missile and the kill vehicle
from the Israelis. Tracking a missile is considerably more difficult than tracking a satellite.
The Chinese have systematically tested their SC-19 in 2005, 2006, 2010 and 2013 and 2014,
though they termed these tests as being BMD tests aimed at missiles. They have used their Dong
Neng 2 and 3 sounding rockets as kinetic kill vehicles which can be used for both satellites and
missiles. In August 2010, a Shijian satellite bumped off another satellite from orbit and in 2016 an
Aolong satellite with a robotic arm was tested, allegedly to deal with space debris, but could also
have been a simulated ASAT test.
ASAT weapons, while useful to knock out communications and imaging satellites, are not all
that effective against those flying at higher orbits. The US has a number of imaging satellites at
Geosynchronous orbits 36,000 km away, out of the range of the missiles that can hit them. GPS
satellites, too, are at ranges of 20,000-36,000 km.
(Manoj Joshi is a distinguished fellow, Observer Research Foundation)
https://thewire.in/space/asat-test-india-narendra-modi
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Ind
dia had
d capaccity to build anti-sa
a
at
misssiles for
f long: DRD
DO Exx-Chief
Despite the existencce of capacitty to build an
nti-satellite missiles forr over a decaade, the misssiles
werre finally bu
uilt on accou
unt of policyy decisions of
o the Naren
ndra Modi goovernment
in
n the last co
ouple of yearrs, a former director of DRDO
D
told The Indian Express
By Johnson
J
TA
The DR
RDO’s launchh of an anti-saatellite missille on Wedneesday to desttroy a micro-satellite lauunched
by the ISR
RO earlier this year is a deterrent against attacks on India’s space asssets but dooes not
change thee country’s traditional
t
sttance of usinng space onlly for peacefful purposes, according to two
former offficials of thee Defence Research
R
Devvelopment Organization
O
n (DRDO) associated wiith the
missile proogramme.
The antti-satellite missile
m
launcch has put India
I
in the league of the
t US, Chiina and Russsia —
countries with
w ASAT missiles
m
— and
a also trannsformed it from
f
a counttry that oppoosed these missiles
m
in 2007, annd a country that acknow
wledged thesse capabilitiees in 2010, too a demonstrrator.
Despite the existence of capaciity to build anti-satellitee missiles foor over a deecade, the missiles
m
c
were finallly built on acccount of poolicy decisioons of the Naarendra Modi governmentt in the last couple
of years, a former direcctor of DRD
DO told The Indian
I
Expresss.
“The prrogramme was
w approvedd recently byy this governnment but the capability has been theere for
a good tim
me. The work
k of convertiing the capaability into ann interceptorr was not caarried out (eaarlier);
this has beeen carried out
o very succcessfully now,’’ Dr Aviinash Chandder, DRDO chief
c
from 2013 to
2015, said..
Since 20010, the DR
RDO has hadd the capacitty to make an
a anti-satellite missile but
b the progrramme
was not takken forward
d until recenttly, Chanderr said. “The programme picked up speed
s
about a year
ago. We eaarlier had alll the elemennts — that means
m
we couuld reach thee distance in space and we
w had
the capabillity to hit, which
w
was deemonstrated in the anti-bballistic misssile. But to put them toogether
needed woork,’’ he said
d.
Explain
ned: The AB
BC of ASAT
T
Accordiing to form
mer DRDO scientist
s
andd vice-chanccellor of Deefence Institute of Advvanced
Technologgy, Dr Prahlaada Rama Rao, a missilee expert, groound work foor the develoopment of ann antisatellite miissile was laaid back in thhe 1990s, whhen Dr A P J Abdul Kallam was at thhe DRDO. “It
“ was
Dr Kalam’’s vision to have
h
systemss to protect space
s
assets.. When the air
a defence missile
m
progrramme
was upgradded to a high altitude off 200 km it was
w easy to upgrade to satellites buut focus was on air
defence annd it was not possible to fulfil his vission,’’ he saiid.
“It is goood to have the
t capabilityy because soomeone shouuld not knock off your saatellites,’’ hee said.
Chanderr said there was no existing DRDO
O programm
me during thee UPA regim
me to develop the
ASAT misssile. “Just because
b
youu have all thhe elements did not mean we couldd hit a satelllite. It
required more
m
develop
pment to connvert becausse satellite speeds
s
are much
m
higher and now thhat has
been achieeved. It is a good efforrt. All compponents werre available and we neeeded to putt them
together,’’ he said.
The forrmer DRDO chief said technology
t
u
used
in antii-ballistic miissiles and long-range
l
r
rockets
which proppel the missiile into spacee are the essential compoonents of thee ASAT misssile.
7

Chanderr said: “Thee PM stated that India is
i committedd to peacefuul use of spaace, and Inddia has
constantly — in all fo
orums — proojected this stance. At the
t same tim
me, India is also committted to
protecting its interest in space and Indian cappability in space
s
is put under stronng deterrence. The
tests todayy have been a demonstrattion of that capability.”
c
The moove to test th
he anti-satelllite missile does not innvolve militaarisation of space, Ram
ma Rao
argued. “T
The understanding amonng nations is that you muust not keepp missiles in space. This is not
happening since these missiles aree launched from
f
the groound,’’ he saaid. “Space is still beingg used
only for peeaceful purpo
oses like surrveillance, mapping
m
and communicaation.”
Accordiing to Rao, the
t anti-sateellite missile programmee picked up speed arounnd 2011 at DRDO.
D
“A separatte facility was
w created and
a dedicateed man pow
wer was alloccated. It wass a secretivee, high
alert program and theree was demannd to deliverr faster,’’ he said.
India’s official
o
posittion on anti--satellite misssile program
mmes has been ambivaleent in the passt.
When a Chinese kiinetic kill missile
m
smashhed its Fenggyun satellitee in space inn January 20007 to
demonstratte the counttry’s anti-saatellite capabbilities in thhe guise of destroying an aging saatellite,
India was one
o of the co
ountries thatt protested.
https://indiaanexpress.com
m/article/indiia/india-had-ccapacity-to-buuild-anti-sat--missiles-for-llong-drdo-ex--chief5646244/
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1 thin
10
ngs you
u need
d to knoow aboout AS
SAT,
Indiia's new
w spacce slayeer
The An
nti-Satellite (ASAT) test has also raaised a numbber of questtions about its
i capabilitiies
New Deelhi: Prime Minister
M
Naarendra Moddi announcedd on Wednesday that Inndia is now one of
the few countries to taake down sattellites in space, after a DRDO
D
misssile tested offf the Odishaa coast
successfullly hit a low Earth orbit (LEO) satelllite. The Annti-Satellite (ASAT) test has also raaised a
number off questions about
a
its cappabilities. Here
H
is all yoou need to know
k
about India's new space
slayer.
w the test?
?
What was
On Marrch 27, 2019
9 India conduucted Missioon Shakti, ann anti-satelliite missile teest, from the Dr. A
P J Abdul Kalam Islan
nd launch coomplex. Thiis was a techhnological mission
m
carriied out by DRDO.
D
The satelliite used in th
he mission was
w one of Inndia’s existiing satellitess operating in lower orbiit. The
test was fuully successfful and achiieved all parrameters andd it requiredd an extremeely high deggree of
precision and
a technicall capability.
The signnificance of the test is thhat India hass tested and successfully
s
y demonstrateed its capabiility to
interdict annd intercept a satellite inn outer spacee based on complete
c
inddigenous techhnology. Wiith this
test, the coountry joins an exclusivve group of space faringg nations coonsisting of USA, Russiia, and
China.
Which satellite was used?
The satellite used was
w an Indiian satellite. Which Misssile/Intercepptor was ussed? The DR
RDO’s
M
Defeence interceeptor was used,
u
which is part of the ongoingg ballistic missile
m
Ballistic Missile
defence prrogramme. There
T
are othher ways to demonstratee ASAT capabilities succh as "fly-byy tests”
and jammiing.
8

Why has India used the particular technology of Kinetic Kill?
This is a technology where India has developed capability. Space technologies are constantly
evolving and India has used the technology that is appropriate to achieve the objectives set out in
this mission.
Does the test create space debris?
The test was done in the lower atmosphere to ensure that there is no space debris. Whatever
debris that is generated will decay and fall back onto the earth within weeks.
Why did India do the test?
India has a long standing and rapidly growing space programme. It has expanded rapidly in the
last five years. The Mangalyaan Mission to Mars was successfully launched. Thereafter, the
government sanctioned the Gaganyaan Mission which will take Indians to outer space.
India has also undertaken 102 spacecraft missions consisting of communication satellites, earth
observation satellites, experimental satellites, navigation satellites, apart from satellites meant for
scientific research and exploration, academic studies and other small satellites. India’s space
programme is a critical backbone of India’s security, economic and social infrastructure.
The test was done to verify that India has the capability to safeguard our space assets.
Why was the test done now?
According to the government, the tests were done after the country had acquired the required
degree of confidence to ensure its success, and reflects the intention of the Indian government to
enhance India’s national security. India has seen an accelerated space development programme
since 2014.
Is India entering into an arms race in outer space?
The government has stated that it has no intention of entering into an arms race in outer space.
The country has always maintained that space must be used only for peaceful purposes. The
government has also stated that India is against the weaponization of Outer Space and support
international efforts to reinforce the safety and security of space based assets.
India believes that Outer space is the common heritage of humankind and it is the responsibility
of all space-faring nations to preserve and promote the benefits flowing from advances made in
space technology and its applications for all.
India is also a party to all the major international treaties relating to Outer Space. India already
implements a number of Transparency and Confidence Building Measures (TCBMs) – including
registering space objects with the UN register, prelaunch notifications, measures in harmony with
the UN Space Mitigation Guidelines, participation in Inter Agency Space Debris Coordination
(IADC) activities with regard to space debris management, undertaking SOPA (Space Object
Proximity Awareness and COLA (Collision Avoidance) Analysis and numerous international
cooperation activities, including hosting the UN affiliated Centre for Space and Science Technology
Education in Asia and Pacific. India has been participating in all sessions of the UN Committee on
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
India also supported UNGA resolution 69/32 on No First Placement of Weapons on Outer Space.
Equally, India supports the substantive consideration of the issue of Prevention of an Arms Race in
Outer Space (PAROS) in the Conference on Disarmament where it has been on the agenda since
1982.
What is the international law on weapons in outer space?
The principal international Treaty on space is the 1967 Outer Space Treaty. India is a signatory
to this treaty, and ratified it in 1982. The Outer Space Treaty prohibits only weapons of mass
destruction in outer space, not ordinary weapons.
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India exxpects to plaay a role in the
t future inn the draftingg of internattional law onn preventionn of an
arms race in
i outer spacce includingg inter alia onn the prevenntion of the placement
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off weapons inn outer
space in itss capacity ass a major spaace faring naation with prroven space technology.
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India is not in violaation of any internationaal law or Treeaty to whicch it is a Parrty or any naational
obligation..
Is the teest directed against anyy country?
The testt is not direccted against any
a country.. India’s spacce capabilitiies do not thrreaten any country
and nor aree they directted against annyone.
At the same time, the governnment is com
mmitted to ensuring thhe country’s national seecurity
interests annd is alert to
t threats froom emerginng technologgies. The caapability achhieved through the
Anti-Satelllite missile test
t provides credible deterrence
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aggainst threatts to our groowing space-based
assets from
m long rangee missiles, annd proliferatiion in the typpes and num
mbers of misssiles.
While India
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todaay's public announcemeent by the Prime Miniister confirm
ms India's proven
p
weapon caapability.
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Enem
my can go ‘deeaf, blin
nd’
ASAT
A
test proovides ability
ty to target surveillance
s
satellites
By Ajjay Banerjeee
New Delhi: India’ss Anti-Satelllite (ASAT
T) test condducted and declared
d
on Wednesdayy now
o render ann enemy couuntry ‘deaf and blind’ by targetingg communiccation,
provides thhe ability to
military annd surveillan
nce satellites.
In case satellites arre destroyedd, it would be
b near imppossible for the enemy to fire longg-range
missiles annd UAVs; an
nd even its rooutine comm
munication can be stalledd.
The siggnificance of Wednesdaay’s ASAT test is that India has successfullyy demonstratted its
capability to interdictt and interccept a satelllite in outeer space baased on com
mplete indiggenous
w done ussing a grounnd-fired balllistic missilee defence syystem to hitt at an
technologyy. The test was
Indian sateellite. The test does not violate
v
any existing
e
interrnational treaties and is not
n directed at any
country.
The Ch
hina angle
China has
h conducteed three suchh tests since 2007, the laatest being inn February 2018.
2
India despite
d
being a ‘m
missile powerr’ and space power was reticent.
r
Thee US Departtment of Deffence, in its annual
a
report to the
t Congress ‘Military and Securityy Developm
ments Involvving the Peoople’s Repubblic of
China 2018’, says, “C
China is devveloping mulltiple counteer-space cappabilities to degrade andd deny
adversary use
u of spacee-based assetts during a crrisis or confl
flict.”
The Peoople’s Liberaation Army (PLA) is acquiring a range
r
of techhnologies too improve China’s
C
counter-space capabiliities. In addiition to the development
d
t of directedd energy weaapons and saatellite
jammers, China
C
is alsso developinng direct-asscent and coo-orbital kinnetic kill cappabilities annd has
probably made
m
progresss on the antti-satellite missile
m
system
m it tested, thhe US reportt said.
India will
w be an inssider now
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Former DRDO chairman VK Saraswat had claimed in 2012 that India had ASAT capability. In
October 2014–just five months into his tenure--Prime Minister Narendra Modi had advised top
Indian military commanders about the criticality of controlling activities in space.
Addressing commanders of the three armed services, Modi had said: “Control of space may
become as critical as that of land, air and sea.” As full-scale wars might become rare, force would
remain an instrument of deterrence and influencing behaviour, and the duration of conflicts would
be shorter,” Modi had said.
Time was running out for India to declare itself as an ASAT power to join the US, Russia and
China. The United Nations Conference on Disarmament is discussing a new treaty banning
militarisation of space. Once the treaty is done and had India not carried out the ASAT test it would
put New Delhi at a serious disadvantage, as it would then only be able to negotiate on such a new
treaty as an “outsider” rather than an “insider” with ASAT capability.
Types of ASAT options
A way to demonstrate the ASAT capability without causing debris would be to do a fly-by test,
where the ground-based direct ascent missile will fly by the targeted satellite without destroying it.
The other option is by jamming satellites using space-based lasers. This method falls under the
category of “soft-kill” methods and does not create debris.
Status of banning ASAT
The ‘Treaty on Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space and of the Threat or Use
of Force Against Outer Space Objects’ and generally referred to as ‘PPWT’ is still being discussed.
China and Russia had submitted an update to their original 2008 proposal in June. The US has
objected to the lack of a verification
mechanism and no restrictions on the
development and stockpiling of ASAT
weapons on the ground. That means, a nation
could develop a readily deployable spacebased weapons break-out capability.
The PPWT bans the placement of weapons
in outer space; it does not ban “direct-ascent”
ASATs launched from the ground. India used
the same ground-to-space weapon.
Beijing guarded in its reaction
Beijing: China on Wednesday reacted guardedly to India’s anti-satellite missile test and
expressed hope that all countries will uphold peace and tranquillity in the outer space. The Chinese
Foreign Ministry, in a written response, said: “We have noticed reports and hope that each country
will uphold peace and tranquillity in outer space.” PTI
Don’t militarise outer space: Pak
Islamabad: Pakistan said on Wednesday that it was against militarisation of outer space and
took a swipe at India's announcement of shooting down a live satellite with a missile. “Space is the
common heritage of mankind and every nation has the responsibility to avoid actions which can
lead to the militarisation of this arena," Foreign Office spokesperson said. PTI
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/enemy-can-go-deaf-blind/749191.html
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Anti-Satellite technology will be deterrent
in event of space war: Experts
By Prashant Rangnekar
New Delhi, Mar 27 (PTI): The anti-satellite missile capability demonstrated by India on
Wednesday will be a deterrent in the event of a war where space may be the theatre of action with
countries seeking to down enemy satellites, experts explained.
"The message goes strong and loud that if any of our satellites is harmed, we possess the
capability of destroying yours (the adversary)," said Ajay Lele, senior fellow with the Institute for
Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA).
The former Air Force officer and other experts said India has possessed the anti-missile
technology for several years but needed the political go-ahead to actually test it in live conditions.
They said the Defence Research Development Organisation (DRDO) received the green signal to
prepare for the test two years ago, which came to fruition on Wednesday.
In 2012, India conducted simulated tests, establishing the capability but the then Manmohan
Singh-led UPA government had not given permission for a live test, likely over concerns that a
destroyed satellite would result in debris that would damage satellites of other countries.
Daniel Porras, Space Security Fellow, United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research
(UNIDIR), Geneva, said Wednesday's test destroyed a satellite at an altitude of 300 km.
"It was not a good sign for LEO (low earth orbit)... which has telecommunication and earth
observation satellites and also the International Space Station", which cruises at a height of 400 km,
he
said.
"The test was done at 300 km, so pretty low, meaning most of the debris will slowly come down.
However, lots of objects near that altitude... Not a good sign for all those LEO constellations. Also,
if any debris damages other objects, India will be liable under the Liability Convention (if
attribution is established)," Porras tweeted.
Former ISRO chairperson G Madhavan Nair, who was also secretary, Department of Space, from
2003 to 2009, said the DRDO had anti-missile technology, including the algorithms required for
setting the trajectory to hit the moving target.
"Marrying the two technologies (of ISRO and DRDO) was required which happened over the
last few years," Nair told PTI.
He said it would have taken about two years for scientists to perfect the missile launch once the
go-ahead for the test was given by the government.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday announced that the test, named Mission Shakti,
was not directed against any country and the disused Indian owned satellite was a pre-determined
target.
In an address to the nation, Modi also said India has not breached any international law or treaty.
India is only the fourth country to acquire such a specialised and modern capability after the US,
Russia and China. There has been no instance of a space war but the countries have demonstrated
their capabilities by testing on their own satellites, like India did on Wednesday.
The UNIDIR defines ASAT (Anti-Satellite) as "any capabilities aimed at destroying or disabling
space assets for any reason, whether military or civilian, offensive or defensive".
Lele of IDSA said India had already developed Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM)
technology and along with it came the know-how behind ASAT.
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"Testing the Anti-Satellite missile at LEO at 300 kilometres was only to demonstrate capacity.
This is also a deterrence mechanism in the event of a space war, similar to what India has developed
in the nuclear domain," he said.
Lele added that a political decision was required as conducting anti-satellite missiles tests could
attract international criticism over issues of adding to debris in space and accusations of militarising
space.
In an era where defence forces rely on satellites for different aspects of security, including
intelligence gathering, having ASAT missile capability sends a strong signal to adversaries, he said.
Rajeshwari Pillai Rajagopalan, senior fellow and head of the Nuclear and Space Initiative,
Observer Researcher Foundation (ORF), said Wednesday's development reflects India's desire to
not make the mistake it did in 1974 when it conducted its first nuclear test in Pokhran.
The tests were conducted four years after the Nuclear Proliferation Test (NPT) Treaty came into
force in 1970. There is no similar international treaty for space.
"The successful test also acts as a deterrent in event of a space war. The technology was
available, so it was high time India tested it. Political will was also needed behind taking the
decision," Rajagopalan said, referring to the possibility of an international backlash.
In 2007, China destroyed its FengYun 1C weather satellite with an SC-19 missile, leaving behind
space debris consisting of 3,280 pieces of trackable debris, as well as up to 32,000 pieces that are
non-trackable.
The following year, during Operation Burnt Frost, the US destroyed its own satellite, USA-193,
with an SM-3 interceptor creating 174 pieces of trackable debris, plus non-trackable shards.
https://www.theweek.in/wire-updates/national/2019/03/27/del52-satellite-experts.html
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US studying India anti-satellite
weapons test, warns of space debris
Speaking to reporters in Florida during a visit to the U.S. military’s Southern Command,
Shanahan said the United States was still studying the outcome of a missile
India said it launched at one of its own satellites
Acting US defence secretary Patrick Shanahan warned any nations contemplating anti-satellite
(ASAT) weapons tests like the one India carried out on Wednesday that they risk making a “mess”
in space because of debris fields they can leave behind.
Speaking to reporters in Florida during a visit to the US military’s Southern Command,
Shanahan said the United States was still studying the outcome of a missile India said it launched at
one of its own satellites.
“My message would be: We all live in space, let’s not make it a mess. Space should be a place
where we can conduct business. Space is a place where people should have the freedom to operate,”
Shanahan said.
Experts say that anti-satellite weapons that shatter their targets pose a space hazard by creating a
cloud of fragments that can collide with other objects, potentially setting off a chain reaction of
projectiles through Earth orbit.
India’s foreign ministry played down any risk of debris from its missile test on Wednesday,
saying the impact occurred in low-Earth orbit and that the remnants would “decay and fall back on
to the Earth within weeks.”
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In Washington, a senior U.S. military official told lawmakers that the United States was tracking
about 270 objects from India’s test, a number that would likely grow as the fragments spread out.
Lieutenant General David Thompson, vice commander of US Air Force Space Command, added
the International Space Station was not at risk at this point.
NASA chief Jim Bridenstine said in testimony before the House Appropriations Committee on
Wednesday that the consequences of anti-satellite weapons tests could be long-lasting.
“If we wreck space, we’re not getting it back,” he said, without mentioning India by name.
India would only be the fourth country to have used such an anti-satellite weapon after the
United States, Russia and China, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said.
The United States ran the first anti-satellite test in 1959, when satellites themselves were rare and
new.
Shanahan noted that given the increasing global reliance on space, it was important to create
rules of the road for space.
“I think not having rules of engagement is worrisome. So, how people test and develop
technologies is important,” he said, adding: “I would expect anyone who tests does not put at risk
anyone else’s assets.”
https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/us-studying-india-anti-satellite-weapons-test-warnsof-space-debris/story-zgjex0p9tOGH7k2IzDTn9H.html
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2010 to 2019: India's journey from
building ASAT weapon to becoming
space power and DRDO's 'Mission Shakti'
With Mission Shakti, India on Wednesday joined the elite group of countries that have
successfully tested the anti-satellite weapon (ASAT), a weapon that targets and destroys satellites in
space.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday announced that India has become the fourth Elite
Space Power after DRDO scientists successfully carried out Mission Shakti today. The Prime
Minister announced that India's Anti-Satellite (A-SAT) Missile shot down a Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
Satellite in Space. "I assure the international community that our capability won't be used against
anyone, but is purely India's defence initiative for its security. We're against arms raised in space.
This test won't breach any international law or treaties," PM Modi added. India Becomes Elite
Space Power With Successful 'Mission Shakti' Test, Indian A-SAT Missile Shoots Down Low
Earth Orbit Live Satellite in Space.
Not many know that there have been talks in India on bringing together such a missile for years
and similar such test missions have been carried out earlier to display India's capability to
intercept enemy missile with the help of anti-ballistic missile systems. What is Low Earth Orbit
and Anti-Satellite Weapon? Know About India's 'Mission Shakti' and List of Super Elite
Space Power Countries.
Has India been equipped with an ASAT system for years?
As per reports from the year 2010, the then DG of DRDO Dr VK Saraswat, who was also
scientific advisor to then defence minister AK Antony had said that India had all the building blocks
necessary to integrate an ASAT weapon. The reference to this statement also existed on a
Wikipedia page called Anti-satellite weapon till Wednesday morning. However, the reference was
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edited out and removed by users from the said Wikipedia page minutes after PM Narendra Modi
addressed the country about Mission Shakti. Which LEO Satellite Did India's A-SAT Missile Shoot
Down During Mission Shakti And Where?
In 2011, India carried out a successful interceptor missile mission. The interceptor boasted
new technologies such as directional warhead, fibre-optic gyroscopes and a radio-frequency seeker
that guided the interceptor to attack the incoming “enemy missile” at an altitude of 16 km above the
Bay of Bengal. Saraswat had then said that India had “all the technologies and building blocks
which can be used for anti-satellite missions” in the low-earth and polar orbits.
In 2012, the DRDO again stressed that it had all capability for ASAT missions after India tested
the over 5,000km Agni V missile, which went up to 600km into space during its parabolic
trajectory. The test added another feather in India's hat in its journey to becoming a Space power.
What was stopping India from carrying out ASAT mission?
While India has carried out such missions and has been stressing on being equipped with all
systems to put together an ASAT missile, the country has all through had a 'No Space Militarisation'
policy.
In 2018 too at a session of UN Disarmament Commission (UNDC), India had opposed
“weaponisation" of outer space, saying it should not become an area of conflict while calling for
collective efforts to strengthen safety and security of the space-based assets.
Today, after the successful test of India's ASAT mission, PM Narendra Modi assured the
international community that "our capability won't be used against anyone, but is purely India's
defence initiative for its security. We're against arms raised in space. This test won't breach any
international law or treaties."
Which LEO satellite did India's ASAT missile shoot down?
According to an ANI report, the ASAT weapon was launched around 11:16 AM on Wednesday
and targeted an Indian satellite which had been decommissioned and was orbiting on a 'Low Earth
Orbit' at a height of 300 KM from the earth's surface. As per reports, it was launched by the ISRO
on January 24 this year. The entire test, with confirmation of target elimination, took 3 minutes.
After carrying out the 'Mission Shakti' test, India has become the fourth nation to have become
an elite Space Power after the United States, Russia and China.
https://www.latestly.com/technology/science/2010-to-2019-indias-journey-to-building-asatweapon-and-drdos-mission-shakti-716680.html
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Mission Shakti: How and when other countries
conducted anti-satellite weapons
No country has so far used the weapon in conflict situation but nations have destroyed
their own defunct or malfunctioning satellites to conduct tests
With Mission Shakti, India on Wednesday joined the elite group of countries that have
successfully tested the anti-satellite weapon (ASAT), a weapon that targets and destroys satellites in
space.
No country has so far used the weapon in conflict situation but nations have destroyed their own
defunct or malfunctioning satellites to conduct tests. Here is a look at other successful tests:
China: On January 11, 2007, China successfully destroyed a defunct Chinese weather satellite,
FY-1C. The destruction was reportedly carried out by an SC-19 ASAT missile. FY-1C was a
weather satellite orbiting Earth in polar orbit at an altitude of about 865 km with a mass of about
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750 kg. The missile was launched from a mobile Transporter-Erector-Launcher (TEL) vehicle at
Xichang and the warhead destroyed the satellite in a head-on collision at an extremely high relative
velocity.
United States: On February 20, 2008, the US announced that it had destroyed USA-193, an
American reconnaissance satellite. According to the US government, the primary reason for
destroying the satellite was the approximately 450 kg of toxic hydrazine fuel contained on board,
which could pose health risks to persons in the immediate vicinity of the crash site should any
significant amount survive the re-entry.
Russia: The country first successfully tested its anti-satellite missile, PL-19 Nudol, on
November 18, 2015. In May 2016, Russia tested the anti-satellite weapon for the second time. It
was launched from the Plesetsk cosmodrome test launch facility.
Three more launches were reportedly held in December 2016, in March 26, 2018 and in
December 23, 2018.
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-in-elite-group-how-and-when-other-countriesconducted-anti-satellite-weapons/story-9djoz3ssTiUWUzfS5PDzcJ.html
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Strong message, deterrent': Experts react to
ASAT missile test 'Mission Shakti'
Mission Shakti, which was led by the Defence Research and Development
Organisation, was aimed at strengthening India's overall security, PM Modi said
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday announced that India had demonstrated antisatellite missile capability by shooting down a live satellite, describing it as a rare achievement that
puts the country in an exclusive club of space super powers.
"In the journey of every nation there are moments that bring utmost pride and have a historic
impact on generations to come. One such moment is today," he said in a broadcast to the nation on
television, radio and social media.
He said the action was not directed against any country and the satellite was a pre-determined
target orbiting at an altitude of 300 km.
Mission Shakti, which was led by the Defence Research and Development Organisation, was
aimed at strengthening India's overall security, he said in his address that comes a fortnight before
the start of the general election.
India is only the fourth country to acquire such a specialised and modern capability after the US,
Russia and China. There has been no instance of a space war but the countries have demonstrated
their capabilities by testing on their own satellites, like India did on Wednesday.
The United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) defines ASAT (AntiSatellite) as "any capabilities aimed at destroying or disabling space assets for any reason, whether
military or civilian, offensive or defensive".
Following the announcement, experts said the anti-satellite missile capability will be a deterrent
in the event of a war where space may be the theatre of action with countries seeking to down
enemy satellites.
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Here is how experts reacted the ASAT test:
1. 'Message goes strong and loud'
"The message goes strong and loud that if any of our satellites is harmed, we possess the
capability of destroying yours (the adversary)," said Ajay Lele, senior fellow with the Institute for
Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA).
Lele said India had already developed Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) technology
and along with it came the know-how behind ASAT.
"Testing the Anti-Satellite missile at LEO at 300 kilometres was only to demonstrate capacity.
This is also a deterrence mechanism in the event of a space war, similar to what India has developed
in the nuclear domain," he said.
Lele added that a political decision was required as conducting anti-satellite missiles tests could
attract international criticism over issues of adding to debris in space and accusations of militarising
space.
In an era where defence forces rely on satellites for different aspects of security, including
intelligence gathering, having ASAT missile capability sends a strong signal to adversaries, he said.
2. 'Not a good sign for low earth orbit'
Daniel Porras, Space Security Fellow, United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research
(UNIDIR), Geneva, said Wednesday's test destroyed a satellite at an altitude of 300 km.
"It was not a good sign for LEO (low earth orbit)... which has telecommunication and earth
observation satellites and also the International Space Station", which cruises at a height of 400 km,
he said.
"The test was done at 300 km, so pretty low, meaning most of the debris will slowly come
down. However, lots of objects near that altitude... Not a good sign for all those LEO constellations.
Also, if any debris damages other objects, India will be liable under the Liability Convention (if
attribution is established)," Porras tweeted.
3. Political go-ahead
Experts said India has possessed the anti-missile technology for several years but needed the
political go-ahead to actually test it in live conditions. They said the Defence Research
Development Organisation (DRDO) received the green signal to prepare for the test two years ago,
which came to fruition on Wednesday.
In 2012, India conducted simulated tests, establishing the capability but the then Manmohan
Singh-led UPA government had not given permission for a live test, likely over concerns that a
destroyed satellite would result in debris that would damage satellites of other countries.
4. 'India had ASAT missile capability in 2007, but lacked political will'
Former ISRO Chairperson G Madhavan Nair, who was also secretary, Department of Space,
from 2003 to 2009, said the DRDO had anti-missile technology, including the algorithms required
for setting the trajectory to hit the moving target.
"Marrying the two technologies (of ISRO and DRDO) was required which happened over the
last few years," Nair told PTI.
He said it would have taken about two years for scientists to perfect the missile launch once the
go-ahead for the test was given by the government.
He said when China shot down an ageing weather satellite by launching a missile in 2007, India
had the technology to undertake a similar mission.
"...now (Prime Minister Narendra) Modiji has taken the initiative and he had the political will
and courage to say that we will do this. We have now demonstrated this to whole world," Nair told
PTI.
He had headed the ISRO (Indian Space Research Organisation), Space Commission and was
Secretary in the Department of Space from 2003 to 2009.
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Asked if India could have demonstrated the anti-satellite missile capability in 2007 itself, Nair
said "certainly", but it could not be done due to absence of "political decision" to go ahead with it at
that time.
"Now, Modiji has courageously taken the decision," he said.
5. 'Deterrent in event of a space war'
Rajeshwari Pillai Rajagopalan, senior fellow and head of the Nuclear and Space Initiative,
Observer Researcher Foundation (ORF), said Wednesday's development reflects India's desire to
not make the mistake it did in 1974 when it conducted its first nuclear test in Pokhran.
The tests were conducted four years after the Nuclear Proliferation Test (NPT) Treaty came into
force in 1970. There is no similar international treaty for space.
"The successful test also acts as a deterrent in event of a space war. The technology was
available, so it was high time India tested it. Political will was also needed behind taking the
decision," Rajagopalan said, referring to the possibility of an international backlash.
6. Debris from China's test in 2007 still non-trackable
In 2007, China destroyed its FengYun 1C weather satellite with an SC-19 missile, leaving
behind space debris consisting of 3,280 pieces of trackable debris, as well as up to 32,000 pieces
that are non-trackable.
The following year, during Operation Burnt Frost, the US destroyed its own satellite, USA-193,
with an SM-3 interceptor creating 174 pieces of trackable debris, plus non-trackable shards.
Now, the spectre of space war has spilled over from the realm of Hollywood fiction into Indian
reality.
https://www.dnaindia.com/india/photo-gallery-strong-message-deterrent-experts-react-to-asatmissile-test-mission-shakti-2733874
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Modi hails India as military space power
after anti-satellite missile test
New Delhi (Reuters): India shot down one of its own satellites in low-Earth orbit with a groundto-space missile on Wednesday, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said, hailing his country’s first test
of such weaponry as a breakthrough establishing it as a military space power.
India would be the fourth country to have used such an anti-satellite weapon after the United
States, Russia and China, according to Modi, who heads into general elections next month.
“Our scientists shot down a live satellite 300 kilometres away in space, in low-Earth orbit,” Modi
said in a television broadcast.
“India has made an unprecedented achievement today,” he added, speaking in Hindi. “India
registered its name as a space power.”
Anti-satellite weapons permit attacks on enemy satellites, blinding them or disrupting
communications, as well as providing a technology base for intercepting ballistic missiles.
Such capabilities have raised fears of the weaponisation of space and setting off a race between
rivals.
Acting U.S. Defence Secretary Patrick Shanahan warned that the use of anti-satellite (ASAT)
weapons like the one India tested on Wednesday risk making a “mess” in space due to the debris
fields the can leave behind.
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The U.S. military’s Strategic Command was tracking more than 250 pieces of debris from
India’s missile test and would issue “close-approach notifications as required until the debris enters
the Earth’s atmosphere,” Pentagon spokesman Lieutenant Colonel Dave Eastburn said.
The New Delhi government and Washington, which have generally close relations, have been in
talks regarding the event, and India publicly issued an aircraft safety advisory before the launch,
Eastburn added.
Lieutenant General David Thompson, vice commander of U.S. Air Force Space Command, said
the International Space Station was not at risk at this point.
China’s foreign ministry said it hoped all countries “can earnestly protect lasting peace and
tranquillity in space.” Russia declined to make any immediate comment.
India’s neighbour and arch-rival, Pakistan, said space is the “common heritage of mankind, and
every nation has the responsibility to avoid actions which can lead to the militarization of this
arena.”
Tensions flared last month between the nuclear-armed foes after a militant attack in the disputed
region of Kashmir.
India has had a space program for years, providing Earth-imaging satellites and launch
capabilities as a cheaper alternative to Western space services. It sent a low-cost probe to Mars in
2014 and plans its first manned space mission by 2022. India also launched a lunar mission,
Chandrayaan-1, in 2008 that included an orbiter and an impact probe.
The latest test, conducted from an island off India’s east coast, was aimed at protecting the
country’s assets in space against foreign attacks, the government said.
A ballistic missile defence interceptor produced by the government’s Defence Research and
Development Organisation was used to shoot down the satellite, the foreign ministry said.
“The capability achieved ... provides credible deterrence against threats to our growing spacebased assets from long-range missiles, and proliferation in the types and numbers of missiles,” it
said in a statement.
The three-minute test in the low-Earth orbit ensured there was no debris in space and the
remnants would “decay and fall back on to the Earth within weeks,” the ministry added.
But Jeffrey Lewis of the Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey said the risk
of fragments hitting other objects in space remained.
“One of the big risks of a hit-to-kill ASAT (anti-satellite weapon) is that it shatters the target,
leaving a cloud of lethal debris that threatens other satellites. In an extreme scenario, there is even a
risk of ‘collisional cascading’ in which one breakup triggers others in a chain reaction.”
“While tests can be arranged to minimize this risk, any operational use of such a system in war
poses a real threat to all satellites in orbit at similar altitude.”
China destroyed a satellite in 2007, creating the largest orbital debris cloud in history, with more
than 3,000 objects, according to the Secure World Foundation.
China’s test spurred India to develop its anti-satellite capability, said Ajay Lele, a senior fellow
of the government-funded Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses in New Delhi.
Indian defence scientists had sought political approval for live tests but successive governments
had baulked, fearing international condemnation, an Indian defence official said.
Brahma Chellaney, a security expert at New Delhi’s Centre of Policy Research, said the United
States, Russia and China were pursuing anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons.
“Space is being turned into a battlefront, making counter-space capabilities critical. In this light,
India’s successful ‘kill’ with an ASAT weapon is significant.”
United States A Pioneer
The United States ran the first anti-satellite test in 1959, when satellites were rare and new.
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In the 1960s and early 1970s, the Soviet Union tested a weapon that would be launched into
orbit, approach enemy satellites and destroy them with an explosive charge, according to the Union
of Concerned Scientists.
In 1985 the United States tested the ASM-135, launched from an F-15 fighter, destroying a U.S.
satellite called Solwind P78-1.
There were no tests for more than 20 years, until China entered the anti-satellite arena in 2007.
The following year, the United States used a ship-launched SM-3 missile to destroy a defunct
spy satellite in Operation Burnt Frost.
https://in.reuters.com/article/india-satellite-mission-shakti/modi-says-india-tests-anti-satelliteweapon-in-major-breakthrough-idINKCN1R80I6
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Boycott Indian launchers? Reactions to
India’s anti-satellite weapon test
by Debra Werner
San Francisco: In the wake of the March 27 Indian anti-satellite test, Brian Weeden of the Secure
World Foundation suggested companies consider boycotting India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
(PSLV).
Secondary payloads launching on PSLV generate significant income for Indian space programs.
If India creates debris in low Earth orbit through anti-satellite testing that could harm the business
models of PSLV’s launch customers, Weeden tweeted. Many space industry startups also
emphasize social responsibility in public statements and interviews.
“I wonder if any commercial space companies are willing to take a stand on this and boycott the
PSLV to send a message to India? Corporate social responsibility anyone?” Weeden, Secure World
Foundation technical advisor, tweeted March 27.
Small satellite companies declined to comment on the likelihood of a boycott of the India Space
Research Organization’s PSLV.
However, Planet condemned the anti-satellite test. “While Planet enjoys a great working
partnership with agencies of India’s government — like ISRO — we categorically condemn the
anti-satellite missile intercept recently conducted by India’s defense department,” the San
Francisco-based company tweeted March 27. “Space should be used for peaceful purposes, and
destroying satellites on orbit severely threatens the long-term stability of the space environment for
all space operators. Planet urges all space-capable nations to respect our orbital commons.”
Planet sent 88 cubesats into orbit on a PSLV in February 2017 and launched 16 more on
a November 2018 PSLV flight.
Weeden said by email he was not calling for a boycott, but saying “the commercial sector should
be concerned about where the space arms race is heading and how it may impact their business, and
they should have a voice in the debate. A boycott is one possible way they could do that, but there
may be others.”
While a single anti-satellite test is unlikely to cause significant debris, the Indian test is the latest
sign “of the recent proliferation of anti-satellite and counterspace technologies,” Weeden said.
“Coupled with increased reliance on space for military purposes by many countries, it means there’s
a greater chance a future conflict may include attacks on satellites. And that could have devastating
consequences for all, including commercialization and investment in space.”
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Nations have been largely unsuccessful in reining in anti-satellite testing. Commercial
companies with their expanding role both in the space industry and in global economies “could use
their dollars and customers to also influence how countries behave in space. Countries aren’t the
only ones who can set and enforce norms of behavior.”
Terrestrial companies are taking stands on ethical and moral issues. Their positions influence
where they operate and what countries they work with, Weeden said. “I wonder if we might start to
see that happen in the space world as well,” he added.
Instead of focusing on India alone, companies “should probably consider the behavior of all
countries pushing the space arms race,” Weeden said. “India is only the latest, but by no means the
only one.”
Laura Grego of the Union of Concerned Scientists also expressed concern about the spread of
anti-satellite weapons and their increasing sophistication. “That increases the risks of a crisis getting
sparked or escalated because someone uses or threatens to destroy someone else’s critical national
security satellite,” Grego, a senior scientist in the Union of Concerned Scientists Global Security
Program, said by email.
Destroying a satellite with a ground-based missile as India, the United States and China have all
done, “creates enormous amounts of space debris when used,” Grego said. India destroyed a
satellite at an altitude of 300 kilometers, meaning the cloud of debris created will not be in orbit
long. Using a similar weapon to target “a satellite in a more common orbit would create debris that
lasts decades,” she said.
Multinational organizations including the Conference on Disarmament and the United Nations
Group of Governmental Experts have failed to reach agreement on arms control treaties or
voluntary codes of conduct for space activities, Union of Concerned Scientists said in a March 27
news release.
“The international effort to ensure space remains a peaceful and secure environment is not
keeping up with the spread of these technologies, and India’s test makes it harder to see progress on
that. In fact, it’s possible that India’s test encourages others to test, too,” Grego said.
https://spacenews.com/reactions-to-indian-asat/
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Passing ASAT
But it is no substitute for the long overdue policy debate
on India’s security challenges in outer space
The anti-satellite (ASAT) weapon test conducted by the Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) on Wednesday is more about Delhi’s changing approach to space weapons
than a great technological breakthrough. But the significance of this long overdue change in India’s
space mindset was masked by the political pieties of the Foreign Office in explaining the ASAT
test. Delhi’s urge to package consequential strategic actions in meaningless mantras goes back to
May 1974 when India called its first nuclear test a “peaceful nuclear explosion”. Last month, the
government described its attack on a terror training camp at Balakot in Pakistan as a “non-military
pre-emptive action”. That verbal dissimulation did not impress Pakistan, which reacted shortly with
an airstrike of its own on Indian military bases. India’s self-righteous rhetoric leads to selfdeception and an underestimation of how the rest of the world — especially China and Pakistan —
might respond to India’s strategic moves.
But first to the ASAT test. India may only be the fourth country testing an ASAT weapon. But it
is a distant fourth to the US, Russia and China. The first ASAT tests by Washington and Moscow
21

go back too the 1960s. President Reagan’s
R
“Sttar Wars” prrogramme announced
a
inn 1983 trigggered a
second winnd to ASAT
T developmeent. China teested its firsst ASAT weeapon in 20007. All threee have
stepped upp their work
k on space weapons since. Beijinng and Mosscow are saaid to be close to
deploying space weapo
ons. In the US,
U Presidennt Donald Trrump has annnounced thee intent to crreate a
space forcee that can fight wars in the dark yonnder. India has
h a long way
w to catch up. India’s ASAT
A
test — which
w
targeteed a satellitte in a low
w earth orbiit of 300 km
k — buildds on its already
a
demonstratted missile defence
d
systtems. Financce Minister Arun Jaitleyy conceded that
t
India has had
ASAT capabilities for long and claaimed that thhe UPA goveernment hadd denied perm
mission to deevelop
and test theem.
One AS
SAT test baased on moddest technoloogies, howeever, is no substitute
s
to the long ovverdue
policy debbate on Indiaa’s security challenges in the outerr space enviironment. Although space has
become ann arena for great
g
power jousting
j
andd the technology to buildd space weappons has advvanced
rapidly, Delhi seemed
d happy arguuing in inteernational foorums againsst the weaponisation off outer
space. Deespite the growing deependence of India’s armed forcces on com
mmunicationn and
reconnaissance satellittes, the civilian leadershhip has resisted the devvelopment of
o effective higher
defence strructures to manage
m
the emerging sppace threatss. Delhi’s exxplicit demoonstration off space
weapon caapabilities is welcome, but
b it must be
b part of a clearly articculated militaary space dooctrine
that identiffies India’s political
p
objectives and technological goals in outer
o
space and
a the strattegy to
realise them
m.
https://indiianexpress.ccom/article/oopinion/editoorials/narendra-modi-mission-shaktti-asat-drdo-5646086/
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Chiina rea
acts guardedlly to In
ndia's ASAT
T missille
tesst; hopes natiions wiill uph
hold peeace in space
Missioon Shakti, which
w
was leed by the Def
efence Reseaarch and Deevelopment Organisation
O
n,
was aimed
d at strength
hening Indiaa's overall seecurity, he said
s
in his adddress
thatt comes a forrtnight befoore the start of the generral election.
Beijing: China on
n Wednesdaay reacted guardedly
g
t India's anti-satellite
to
a
missile tesst and
h
that alll countries will
w uphold peace
p
and traanquillity in the outer spaace.
expressed hope
Prime Minister
M
Narrendra Moddi on Wedneesday annouunced that Inndia successsfully test-firred an
anti-satellite missile by
y shooting down
d
a live satellite, desscribing it as a rare achiievement thaat puts
usive club off space superr powers.
the countryy in an exclu
The testt makes Ind
dia the fourthh country inn the world after
a
the US, Russia andd China to acquire
a
the strategiic capability
y to shoot down enemy satellites.
The Chiinese Foreig
gn Ministry, in a written response to a question from
f
PTI on India successsfully
test-firing an anti-satelllite missile,, said: "We have noticed reports annd hope that each countrry will
uphold peaace and tranq
quillity in ouuter space". China conduucted such a test in Januuary 2007 whhen its
anti-satellite missile deestroyed a deefunct weathher satellite.
Prime Minister
M
Mod
di said in Neew Delhi thaat the actionn was not dirrected againsst any counttry and
the satellitte was a pree-determinedd target orbiiting at an altitude
a
of 3000 km. He said India did
d not
breach anyy international laws or treeaties by tessting the the anti-satellitee missile.
Missionn Shakti, wh
hich was ledd by the Deefence Reseaarch and Deevelopment Organisationn, was
aimed at strengthenin
s
g India's ovverall securiity, Modi saaid in his adddress that comes a forrtnight
before the start of the general
g
electtion.
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In New
w Delhi, the Ministry off External Affairs
A
(MEA
A) said in a statement that India has
h no
intention of
o entering in
nto an arms race
r
in outerr space.
"We havve always maintained
m
thhat space muust be used only
o
for peacceful purposes. We are against
a
the weapoonisation of Outer Spacce and suppport internattional effortss to reinforrce the safetty and
security off space based
d assets," thee MEA said.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.ccom/news/def
efence/china--reacts-guarrdedly-to-inddias-asat-miissiletest-hopes--nations-willl-uphold-peaace-in-spacee/articleshow
w/68598470.cms
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China develop
d
ping coounter--space capab
bilities
even
e
ass Indiaa test-ffires ASAT
Chiina also inteends to havee additional ASAT
A
weappons that aree capable off destroying
saatellites at Geosynchron
G
nous Earth Orbit
O
(GEO)) at altitudess of about 366,000 km
By Shauryaa Karanbir Gurung
G
New Deelhi: While India
I
conduccted its first Anti-Satelliite (ASAT) test
t on Weddnesday, Chiina has
been develloping its co
ounter-space capabilities by having formed
f
military units thaat are traininng with
ASAT misssiles and by
y 2020 is likeely to deployy a ground laaser weapon to target spaace sensors.
China also
a intends to have addiitional ASA
AT weapons that are capable of destrroying satelllites at
Geosynchrronous Earth
h Orbit (GEO
O) at altituddes of about 36,000 km. It is alreadyy making prrogress
in its ASA
AT missile sy
ystem which it tested in July
J
2014.
In 20077 as well it
i had demoonstrated ann ASAT cappability, whhich resultedd in internaational
disapprovaal. All this is a follow through of the PLA’s emphasis on
o ‘destroyinng, damaginng and
interfering with the en
nemy’s reconnnaissance and
a communnication satellites’. The PLA
P
also beelieves
that such systems and
d navigationn and early warning sattellites couldd be the tarrgets of an ASAT
A
attack, meant to ‘blind
d’ the enemyy. These devvelopments were sharedd in recent reeports of thee US’s
Defense Inntelligence Agency
A
(DIA
A) on China.
For Inddia, China’s counter-space capabilitiies mean a threat
t
to its satellites foor communiccation,
earth obseervation, naavigation annd scientificc research. India’s spaace program
mme is a ‘ccritical
backbone’ of its secu
urity, econoomic and soocial infrasttructure. It has alreadyy undertakeen 102
O Wednesdaay, India enttered an elitee club of naations by connducting an ASAT
A
spacecraft missions. On
i low earth orbit. Besiddes China, onnly Russia and
a the
missile test, which succcessfully hitt a satellite in
y.
US have thhis capability
Russia is
i pursuing ASAT
A
missiiles to strikee low-earth orbit
o
satellitees, accordinng to a 2017 report
of the US’s Director of National Inntelligence. It is testing such a weappon for deplooyment and is also
m
capabble of destrooying satelliites. “Russiaa is developing an
developingg an aircraftt-launched missile
airborne laaser weapon for use against US satellites,” said the report.
Russia is also deveeloping an air-borne
a
AS
SAT laser weapon
w
systeem to use aggainst space-based
missile deefence senso
ors, accordinng to a Jannuary DIA report. Befoore July 2018, Russia began
delivering a laser weap
pon system to
t its Aerosppace Forces, which is inttended for ann ASAT mission.
Anotherr US govern
nment report states that Russian
R
and Chinese ‘deestructive’ ASAT
A
weapoons are
likely to reeach initial operational
o
capability in the next few
w years. “Chiina’s PLA has formed military
m
units and begun initial operatioonal trainingg with counnter-space capabilities
c
that it hass been
developingg, such as grround-launchhed ASAT missiles...Bo
m
oth countriess are also addvancing dirrectedenergy weaapons techno
ologies for the purpose of
o fielding ASAT
A
weapoons that coulld blind or damage
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sensitive sppace-based optical sensors, such as those used for remote sensing
s
or missile
m
defennse,” it
said.
Even military
m
reform
ms in the tw
wo countries over the passt few years indicate an increased
i
focus on
establishinng operational forces for attacks aggainst space systems. “R
Russia and China
C
continnue to
pursue AS
SAT weapon
ns to reducce US and allied militaary effectiveness,” it said.
s
The US
U had
performed the first AS
SAT tests inn 1959 whenn satellites were
w
new. Inn 2008, US performed
p
a
another
test. Its shiip-based SM
M-3 missile destroyed
d
onne of its satelllite in a testt called Operration Burntt Frost.
Meanwhilee, India had the technicaal capabilityy to develop ASAT weappons since 2012,
2
but aggencies
were not given the green signal.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.ccom/news/def
efence/china--developing--counter-spaace-capabilitieseven-as-inddia-test-firess-asat/articleshow/68607697.cms
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एंटी सै
सटेलाइट
ट िमसााइल

व शी प्रौ योिगक
वदे
की पर आधािररत,

भाारतीय उपग्रह
उ
क िनश
को
शाना बन
नाया : िवदे
ि श मं
मत्रालय
नयी िद ली, 27 माचर्
च भारत ने बुधवार को िमशन शिक्त
त के तहत अं
अतिरक्ष म एं
एटी :भाषा:
सैटेलाइट िमसाइल
िम
से एक
ए लाइव सैटे
टलाइट को मार
म िगराया। यह परू ी तरह
त
से

वदे शी
श प्रौ योिग
गकी

पर आधािरत
त परीक्षण था
थ िजसम भाारत के ही एक
ए उपग्रह को
क िनशाना बनाया
ब
गया।। िवदे श मंत्रालय
ा
ने अक्सर पूछे जान◌े वाले प्र न की
क

ंख
दी मंत्रालय ने
न बताया िक यह
ृ ला के तहत यह जानकारी दी।

रक्षा अनुसधान
सं
एवं िवक
वकास संगठन
न (डीआरडीओ
ओ) का प्रौ योिगकी
यो
िमशन
न था और इस
इ िमशन म
कया गया उप
पग्रह िनचली कक्षा म मौौजूद भारत के उपग्रह म से एक थाा। इसम बता
ताया
उपयोग िक
गया, ‘‘परीक्ष
क्षण परू ी तररह से सफल रहा और योजना
यो
के तह
हत सभी मान
नदं ड को पूरा
र िकया। यह
ह परू ी
तरह से

व शी प्रौ योोिगकी पर आधािरत
वदे
आ
था।’’’ इसम

प ट िकया गय
या है िक भाररत का परीक्ष
क्षण

िकसी दे श को िनशाना बनाकर नही
हीं िकया गया
या है । यह परी
रीक्षण क्य िकया
ि
गया, इस
इ सवाल के
जवाब म कहा
क गया है िक यह परीीक्षण इसिलय
ये िकया गय
या तािक भाररत के अपने अंतिरक्ष संबं
बध ी
पिरस पिि त
तय की सरु क्षा
क्ष की क्षमत
ता की पुि ट की जा सक
क।
े यह सरक
कार की िज मे
मदारी है िक हम
बाहरी अंतिरक्ष
ि
म अपन
ने दे श के िहत
िह की रक्षा कर सक। मं
मत्रालय ने यह
य

प ट िकया
िक िक भाररत का

इरादा बाहरी
री अंतिरक्ष म हिथयार की
क दौड़ म शािमल
श
होनाा नहीं है औरर उसने हमेशा
श इस बात का
पालन िकय
या है िक अंतिरक्ष
त
का कवल
के
शांितपूणर्
ण उ े य के िलये ही इ तेमाल िकय
या जाए। इस
सम
कहा गया है िक भारत
त बाहरी अंतिरक्ष
ि
के श त्रीकरण
त्र
के िखलाफ
िख
है और
औ अंतिरक्ष आधािरत
पिरस पिि त
तयो की सरु क्षा
क्ष के अंतरररा ट्रीय प्रयास
स का समथर्
थर्न करता है । क्या भारत
त बाहरी अंतिरक्ष
त
24

म हिथयार की दौड़ म प्रवेश कर रहा है , इस सवाल के जवाब म िवदे श मंत्रालय ने कहा िक भारत
मानता है िक बाहरी अंतिरक्ष मानवता की साझी धरोहर है और यह सभी रा ट्र की िज मेदारी है
िक इसका संरक्षण िकया जाए और अंतररा ट्रीय प्रौ योिगकी म हुई उ नित के लाभ को प्रो सािहत
िकया जाए। मंत्रालय ने कहा िक भारत बाहरी अंतिरक्ष से जड़
ु ी सभी अंतररा ट्रीय संिधय का
पक्षकार है । भारत ने इस क्षेत्र म पारदिशर्ता एवं िव वास बहाली के अनेक उपाय को लागू िकया है ।
भारत बाहरी अंतिरक्ष म पहले हिथयार का प्रयोग नहीं करने के संयुक्त रा ट्र महासभा के प्र ताव
का समथर्न करता है । इसम कहा गया है िक भारत भिव य म बाहरी अंतिरक्ष म हिथयार की दौड़
को रोकने के िलये अंतररा ट्रीय कानून का मसौदा तैयार करने म भिू मका अदा करने की उ मीद
करता है । गौरतलब है िक प्रधानमंत्री नरे द्र मोदी ने आज ऐलान िकया िक भारत ने एंटी सैटेलाइट
िमसाइल से एक लाइव सैटेलाइट को मार िगराया और अपना नाम अंतिरक्ष महाशिक्त के तौर पर
दजर् कराया। वह ऐसी क्षमता हािसल करने वाला दिु नया का चौथा दे श बन गया। अंतिरक्ष म 300
िकमी दरू प ृ वी की िनचली कक्षा (एलईओ) म एक लाइव सैटेलाइट को मार िगराया है ।
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भारत के एंटी-सैटेलाइट िमसाइल परीक्षण
पर क्या कहा िवदे शी मीिडया ने

भारत बुधवार को ए-सैट परीक्षण करने वाला दिु नया का चौथा दे श बन गया है । इस परीक्षण को िमशन शिक्त के

तहत पूरा िकया गया। इससे पहले केवल दिु नया के तीन ही दे श ऐसे थे जो ए-सैट परीक्षण कर चुके ह। ये दे श अमेिरका,

चीन और स ह। भारत के इस परीक्षण से उसकी शिक्त अंतिरक्ष के मामले म काफी बढ़ गई है । यही वजह है िक भारत
की इस बड़ी उपलि ध से चीन और पािक तान भी नाखश
ु ह।

केवल इतना ही नहीं अमेिरका ने भी भारत का नाम िलए िबना कहा िक अतंिरक्ष म कुछ गलत ना कर। यहां मलबा

ना फैलाएं। ऐसे म दिु नयाभर की मीिडया की नजर भी भारत पर ही रही। भारत के अंतिरक्ष महाशिक्त बनने पर िवदे शी
मीिडया ने क्या कहाडॉन, पािक तान

पािक तान के डॉन अखबार का कहना है िक भारत वारा िकया गया ए-सैट परीक्षण प्रधानमंत्री नरद्र मोदी का
चुनावी दांव है । डॉन ने कहा है , "प्रधानमंत्री नरद्र मोदी का दावा है िक उनके दे श ने अंतिरक्ष म सैटेलाइट मार िगराया
गया है । ऐसा करने वाला भारत दिु नया का चौथा दे श बन गया है । यह खबर तब आई है , जब भारत म कुछ ह त बाद

चन
ु ाव होने वाले ह।"

25

ं टन पो ट, अमेिरका
वॉिशग

ं टन पो ट ने भारत के ए-सैट परीक्षण पर कहा है , पेस म नई एंट्री, "भारत अब दिु नया का सबसे
अमेिरका के वािशग

अहम पेस क्लब का सद य बन गया है । इस पेस क्लब म पहले से अमेिरका, स और चीन ह। प्रधानमंत्री नरद्र मोदी
ने दे श के एंटी सैटेलाइट िमशन को शिक्त और शांित का प्रतीक बताया है ।"
िश हुआ, चीन
चीन के िश हुआ मीिडया का कहना है िक नरद्र मोदी ने िफर च का िदया है । "भारतीय प्रधानमंत्री नरद्र मोदी ने एक

बार िफर च का िदया है । उ ह ने दावा िकया है िक भारत ने अंतिरक्ष म सैटेलाइट को मार िगराया है । अब भारत पेस
रे स म शािमल हो गया है । मोदी ने इसे दे श की सुरक्षा के िलए ज री बताया है ।"
क्या कहना है पड़ोसी दे श का

पािक तान- भारत की इस बड़ी उपल धी पर पड़ोसी दे श पािक तान के प्रधानमंत्री इमरान खान ने कहा है , "म भारत
म चुनाव होने से पहले डरा हुआ हूं। आगे कुछ भी हो सकता है । पुलवामा के समय ऐसा लगा था िक मोदी सरकार युद्ध
चाहती है ।"
चीन- भारत की इस उपलि ध पर चीन के िवदे श मंत्रालय से बयान आया है , "हम ये उ मीद करते ह िक दिु नया के

सभी दे श अंतिरक्ष म शांित बनाए रखगे। हम हमेशा से ये कोिशश करते रहे ह िक अंतिरक्ष का इ तेमाल केवल शांित के
िलए हो।"
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అంత ికష్ంలో అ ాం వదుద్ : ారత్కు అ

ె ికా ా ిన్ంగ్

US warns debris after India’s ASAT test
అంత ికష్ంలో లైవ్
అవత ిం ం ి.
ర ాయ్,

ాటిలెట్
ౖ ను కూలేచ్
ే

ాధయ్

ఆటకటిట్ం ే అ ాయ్ధు క టెకాన్ల
భూ ఉప ితలా కి 300 కిలో

ావ్ ా

ారత్ అంత ికష్ శకిత్ ా

ారత్ కూ ా

ా ిం ం ి. శతుర్ ే ాల

ె ికా,
ాటిలైటల్

ారత కు పల్ స్ కానుం ి.
టరల్ ఎతు
త్ లో ఉనన్ లైవ్ ాటిలైట్ ను

ేయగల స త్ ా ఉనన్ అ

అ

య్ం ి.

ెపన్స్

ేసుకోవడం

ా న్ సకెస్స్ ఫుల్ ా ే ిం ి. ఇపప్టివరకు అ

ైన ఈ ఘనతను ఇపుప్డు

'అంత ికష్ యుదధ్ ం'
ాటిలైట్

ొ ంతం

ైస్ల్ ావ్ ా ాటిలైట్ ను కూలేచ్ పర్

ై ాకు మాతర్

ె ికా అలర్ట్ అ

ెపన్

ె ికా, ర ాయ్,

షన్ శకిత్ పటల్ ఆం ో ళన వయ్కత్ ం

ో అంత ికష్ంలో గందర ోళం సృ ట్ ంి ొదద్
26

జయవంతం ా కూలేచ్యడం

ై ాల ో సమానం ా
ేసత్ ూ
అ

న

ేళ.. అగర్ ాజయ్ం

ారత్ కు హెచచ్ ికలు జా ీ

ే ిం ి. యాంటీ

ె ికా

ారత్

ావ్ ా

ా ాక్ క రకష్ణ మం ర్

ాటిక్
ర్ ష ాహన్

అ ాన్రు. తమ ఆం ో ళన అం ా అంత ికష్ంలో

ేరుకు ో

ే శకలాల గు ిం ేన

అధయ్యనం ేసత్ ు ాన్మ , ఎవ ికీ అంత ి ా న్ అ ిథ్ రప ి ే హకుక్ లేద
శకలాల సమసయ్ను

ెం ొదద్

కో ారు. ధవ్ంస

ైన ాటిలైటల్ శకలాల

అవసరం ఉంద ాన్రు. అంత ికష్ం అ ే ి అందరూ క
ె ాప్రు.

మనమం ా

అంత ికష్ంలో

ాగం ా ే

ాము

ె ాప్రు. యాంటీ ాటిలైట్ ప ీకష్ల ో
షయ

ి ేవ్చఛ్ ా ప

ె ాప్రు. ఈ ప ీకష్ను

ై మ ింత జాగర్తత్ ా ఉం ా స్న

ేసుకు ేద , అ ాం

ఉ ాన్మనన్

ఆయన

సృ ట్ ంి చకూడద

ీ న్

సమరథ్ వంతం ా

ించుకో ాల ాన్రు.
షన్ శకిత్ ై ై ా కూ ా సప్ం ిం ం ి. అంత ికష్ంలో ఎలాంటి ఉ క
ిర్ త్ తలకు ా వవ్కుం ా వయ్వహ ిం ా స్న
బాధయ్త పర్పంచ

ే ాల ై ఉంద

ఆ

ేశ

ే ాంగ మం ర్తవ్ ాఖ

కాకుం ా.. ిపణి ావ్ ా ఉపగర్ లను కూ చ్ ేయగల ామ థ్ ా
ాం

కా ా ా స్న అవసరం ఉంద

ె

ిం ి. ఈ

షయంలో

ారత్ మాతర్

న్ ా ిం న అ న్ ే ాలు కూ ా అంత ికష్ంలో

ే

ె ాప్రు.
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US tested 1 ASAT missile 60 years
అంత ికష్ం.. కదనరంగం!
•
•
•

1959లో ొ

ా ి ఉపగర్హ ధవ్ంసక ఆయుధ ప ీకష్లను రవ్హిం న అ

ో టీ ా ో యట్ యూ యన్ పర్

ాలు

2007లో ై ా రంగపర్ ేశం

నూయ్ ి ల్ , మా ిచ్ 27: పర్పంచంలో
అపప్టోల్ ఉపగర్ లు
అ ే అణావ్యుధ బా
న్ ధవ్ంసం

(1960వ దశకం నుం

ొ

ఉపగర్హ

ధవ్ంసక ప ీకష్లను అ

ాలా అరుదు, కొతత్ . అపప్టోల్ ఉపగర్ ల ై
కి అతయ్ంత స

ే ి ఉం ే ి. అ
70వ దశకం

ొ

మానం) ావ్ ా పర్

పం ా దూసుకె ల్ ం ి. ఆ

ె ికా ో ాటు

ె ికా 1959లో

ాడులు జ ి ేందుకు అ

ట్ క్
ి
ిపణి రూ ొ ం ిం ం ి. ఓ బాంబర్ (యుదధ్

ఎక్స్ ోల్ రర్-6 అ ే ఉపగర్
ఉపగర్

ె ి కా

ె ికా బో ల్డ్ ఓ ియన్
ిం న ఈ ప
ి ణి

ిపణికి ఆయు ా న్ అమ ిచ్ ఉంటే ఆ

ో యట్ యూ యన్ కూ ా

ాళల్ లో) ఇటువంటి ప ీకష్లు

రవ్హిం ం ి.

రవ్హిం ం ి.

ా ాపు అ ే సమయంలో
ేలుడు ప ా ధ్ాల ో శతుర్

ే ాల ఉపగర్ లను ధవ్ంసం ే ే ఆయు ా న్ అపప్టోల్ ో యట్ యూ యన్ ప ీ ించ ా.. 1985లో అ
ఏ ఎం-135 అ ే ఆయు ా న్ ప ీ ిం ం ి. ఎఫ్-15 యుదధ్
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మానం

ావ్ ా ఈ ఆయు ా న్ పర్

ె క
ి ా
ిం

ోల్

ండ్

ీ78-1 అ ే

ేరునన్ తమ

ే ా కి

ెం ిన ఉపగర్

న్ ధవ్ంసం

ే ిం ి. ఆ త ావ్త పర్పంచంలో 20

ఏండల్ కు ై ా ఇటువంటి ప ీకష్లు జరుగలేదు.
అ

ే 2007లో

ావ్ ా ఉపగర్హ

ై ా.. ో లార్ ఆ ిబ్ట్ (ధృవ కకష్య్)లో

పు ాతన

ా ై ో
భూ

ార్స్ట్ ను

న్ ధవ్ంసం

ేయడం

ర్ ో ే ఎనన్డూ లేనంత
ధవ్ంసక ఆయుధ రంగంలోకి పర్ ే ం ం ి. ఈ ప ీకష్ వలల్ ఖ ోళ చ ితల

ా ీ సంఖయ్లో 3 ేలకు ై ా శకలాలు ఇపప్టికీ అకక్ ే ేరుకు ో యా
బర్ంట్

ా ావరణ ఉపగర్

రవ్హిం ం ి. ఈ ఆప ేషన్లో

న ఓ గూఢ ార ఉపగర్
ైపు దూసుకొ చ్

న్ ధవ్ంసం

ాగం ా ఓ

ౌక నుం

ే ిం ి. అ

ా ావరణంలో ే కా

ో యా

. ఆ తదుప ి ఏ ా ి అ
ఎస్ఎం-3 అ ే

ే ఈ ప ీకష్
.

ె ికా ఆప ేషన్

ిపణి

పర్

ిం

ిగువ కకష్య్లో జరుగడం ో శకలాలు

ీం ో వయ్ థ్ాలు

ెదద్ ా

ో గుపడలేదు. బుధ ారం

ారత్ రవ్హిం న ఉపగర్హ ధవ్ంసక ిపణి ప ీకష్ కూ ా ఇ ే ధం ా ా ిం ి.
https://www.ntnews.com/NationalNews-in-Telugu/us-tested-1st-asat-missile-60-years-ago-1-3599065.html
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300 km to the earth's surface:
a weapon that clears space jam!
భూ ఉప ితలా కి 300 కి. ఎతు
త్ :
ేప్స్ జామ్ ను కిల్యర్ ే ే ఆయుధం!
By Chandrasekhar Rao
నూయ్ ి ల్ : టార్ ిక్ జామ్ అ ే ి మనం ో
పర్

ిం న ఉపగర్ లు కాలం

ి ో

ే పదం. మ ి ేప్స్ జామ్ అంటే? ఇ ో ర్ , ా ా స
, భూ కకష్య్లోకి ప ిభర్

ఉపగర్ లు క సం అంటే 4000 వరకు ఉంటా

సుత్ంటా

. ఇపప్టికే అలాంటి శకిత్

. ోడుడ్

ద ాహ ాలు సత్ ం ం

ెపన్.

. ాటి

ింపుల్ ా ఏ ాట్ అ

ైన

ాటిలైటల్ నుం

ఇబబ్ందులు

ో ే.. ా న్ కిల్యర్ ేయ ా కి పర్ ేయ్కం ా టార్ ిక్ ో సులు

ఉంటారు. అంత ికష్ంలో ఎవరు ఉంటారు? అందుకేరు ాడుతుంటా

హీన

. అలాంటి ఉపగర్ ల వలల్ తరచూ ేప్స్ జామ్ తలెతత్ ుతుంటుం ి.

కొతత్ ఉపగర్ లను భూ ప ిభమ
ర్ ణ కకష్య్లోకి పర్ ేశ ెటట్ ాలంటే.. తరచూ ఇలాంటి
తలెతత్ ుతుంటా

ధ ే ాలు

చచ్ల

ి ా కాలం

ె ల్ న

ాటిలైటల్ ు అటు, ఇటూ

ేలేచ్య ా కి ారత్ స ికొతత్ ఆయు ా న్ రూ ొ ం ిం ం ి. అ ే యాంటీ- ాటిలైట్
ిల ొచుచ్. ఈ తర

ాటిలైట్ ను కను ొనన్
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ాలు ో

ేశం మన ి. మనకంటే

ముందు అ

ె ికా, ఒకపప్టి ో యట్ ర ాయ్,

ై ా ఈ ఘనతను ా ిం ా

. పర్సత్ ుతం మన ేశం

ాటి సరసన

ే ిం ి..సగరవ్ం ా!
..లో ఎర్త్ ఆ ిబ్ట్.
ఉప ితలం

ై నుం

ీ

ఎతు
త్ 1200

ఉంటుం ి ఈ కకష్య్. భూ
ప ిభర్

సుత్ంటా

ప

కి, కకష్య్ మధయ్ ఈ ఎతు
త్ లో ఉపగర్ లు పర్
ేయాలంటే ఈ

ిం ే ఇేయడంలో

ె

ళు
ల్ ,

ి

కానఫ్ ెనుస్ల వంటి

ఉపగర్ లు ప ిభర్

త్ ా

ప

ే త్ ా

ీ

.

అంత ికష్ంలో ` ేప్స్ జామ్`
ి ే ఉపగర్ ల సంఖయ్
ధ

ాజా ా పర్
కనప ి ేద
హీన

ాతర్

ే ా న్ లెకిక్ంచడం

ాధయ్ం కా

ా ,

ా ా

ో ి త్ ా
ా

ైన . మనం

. భూ

ో ఎలాంటి

ప . అతయ్ంత

ేగం ా ఈ

ఇపప్టి ాకా అంత ికష్ంలో

ి ే ఉపగర్ ల ప ిభమ
ర్ ణం అతయ్ంత ేగం ా ఉంటుం ి.

ేలలోల్ ఉంటోం ి. ఇపప్టి ాకా 4000 ఉపగర్ లు

ాట్

ాసత్ ర్ ేతత్లు

ైన , కాలం

ం ే ఉపగర్ లే అతయ్ంత కీలక

కకష్య్లో

ే ాల పర్భుతవ్, పర్భు ేవ్తర,

ిం న

ిం ే టె కమూయ్ కేషను
ల్ ,

ెం ే ఉపగర్ లు పర్ ాన

ప ి ిలో

ాలకు ఒక ా ి

ేటా కమూయ్ కేషను
ల్ సమగర్ం ా, సమరథ్వంతం ా

. మన ేశ అంత ికష్ ప ి ోధన కేందర్ం

పం ిం న ఉపగర్ ల ో ో లుచ్కుంటే..

టరల్ ఎతు
త్ వరకు

ెండు గంటల ఏడు

ై మనం ఉప

కకష్య్కు లోబ ి ప ిభర్

ప ి ిలో ప ిభమ
ర్ ణం

అనుసం ానం లేకుం ా ఇ

ా ాస

టరల్ లో లెకేక్సుకుంటే 2000 కిలో

ైళల్ ు. కిలో

ాటి సంఖయ్ 84 వరకు ఉంటుం ి. భూ

.

ఇంట ెన్ట్ వయ్వసథ్ ప
ో

ణన్ం ా ె ాప్లంటే- భూ ఉప ితలం ై నుం అ తకుక్వ ఎతు
త్ లో ఉం ే కకష్య్. భూ

ౌన్

. ఇ ో ర్ ,

ైర్ ేటు సంసథ్ లు పం ిం న ఉపగర్ లే అవ న్. కేందర్ పర్భుతవ్ం

ాటిలైట్..

ాట న్ంటి కంటే

ెబుతు ాన్రు. భూ

ె ల్ న ఉపగర్ లు

ప ి ిలో ఉ ాన్

నన్

ో అనుసం ానం కోలోప్

ేలలోల్

కకష్య్ ప ి ిలో ప ిభర్

న
ై ి. ప

రులోనూ

, అ ాథ ా ప ిభర్
సుత్ ాన్

.

ై

ాయ్ న్

ం ే , శకిత్

ాటి ే

ాసత్ ర్ ేతత్లు

` ేప్స్ జామ్` ా ప ిగణిసత్ ుంటారు.
శకిత్ హీన

ైన ఉపగర్ లను ేలేచ్య ా కి స ికొతత్ ఆయుధం

అలాంటి ఉపగర్ లను ాసత్ ర్ ేతత్లు
అ ే యాంటీ- ాటిలైట్
అదుపు
ా

ే చ్ ేసత్ ుంటారు.

ెపన్. ఏ ై ా ఉపగర్

ేయగల, మ ి

ేయగల ామరథ్ ం

న్ ఇ ి
ీ కి ఉం ి.

భూ కకష్య్లోకి పర్ ే ంచక ముం ే బూ ిద

అంటు ాన్రు. ఈ తర

ఉపగర్

ై ాకు కూ ా ాధయ్ం కా
భూ

ఉప ితలం

ే చ్ ే ిన ఉపగర్

ే ారు.

ే చ్ ే ిందంటే.. అనంతరం ఏరప్ ే ప ి ిథ్ తులను ఇటేట్
ేలుడు అనంతరం
ామరథ్ ం

న్ ై ా ఇ ివరకే పర్

ాట్

ౌన్

ెలువ ే శకలాలు ా ,
ాటిలైట్ కు ఉంద

ిలాలు
ాసత్ ర్ ేతత్లు

ిం ం ి.

ి..

ి నుం 700 కిలో

భూమాయ్కరష్ణ శకిత్ ఏ మాతర్ం ప

ే ే

ీ కోసం పర్ ేయ్కం ా ఓ ఆయు ా న్ తయారు

ేయదు.

కి సంబం ిం న

టరల్ ఎతు
త్ లో ాట్ ౌన్ ాటిలైట్ ను పర్

ిం ం ి. అంత ఎతు
త్ లో

ా ావరణం అసలే ఉండదు. శబద్ తరం ాలు పర్యాణించలేవు.
ిలాలు ా , శకలాలు ా
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ఇపప్టికీ.. అంత ికష్ంలో,

ై ా

కకష్య్లో

రు ాడుతు ాన్
ైలు ా

ీ కి కారణం- భూమాయ్కరష్ణ శకిత్ లేక ో వడ

.

అందుకుం ి.

ై ాకు కూ ా

ముందు ఉం ే ై ాకు కూ ా ాధయ్ం కా
300 కిలో

ైలు ా

నన్ం ా మన ేశం స ికొతత్

ా ిం ం ి. అంత ికష్ ప ి ోధనలోల్ ఎం ో

ారత్ అల ోక ా అందుకుం ి.

టరల్ ఎతు
త్ లో ే ఉపగర్ లను

టరల్ ఎతు
త్ అంటే భూమాయ్కరష్ణ శకిత్ ప

శకలాలు,

ిలాలు భూ

మ ై ో ా

. అలాంటి శకిత్

ేసత్ ుం ి. అ

ే చ్ ే ిన ఘనతను అందుకుం ి. 300

నపప్టికీ- ఉపగర్ లను ే చ్ ే ిన అనంతరం ా

ద పడవు. ఎందుకంటే- భూ ా ావరణంలో కి పర్ ే ంచ ా కి ముం ే అ మా ,ి
ామ థ్ ా లను

ే చ్ ే ింద ే ి ే చూ ా స్ం ే. కాలం
ఏ

ఘనతను

ీ కి

టరల్ ఎతు
త్ లో ేలేచ్ ే ామరథ్ ం..

భూ ఉప ితలా కి కేవలం 300 కిలో
కిలో

ాధయ్ం కా

ే.

ారత్

ొ ంతం

ిన ఉపగర్

ేసుకుం ి.

ారత్

ాజా ా ఏ ఉపగర్

న్

ిం న ఉపగర్

న్

న్ ే చ్ ేసం ా? లేక కొతత్ ా పర్

ై ా ే చ్ ే ింద ే ి ఇంకా ేలా స్ ఉం ి.
షన్ శకిత్.. ేరుకు తగగ్ టేట్
షన్ శకిత్లో

బుధ ారం

ాగం ా- ఈ శకిత్మంత

ెలల్ ిం ారు. ఇపప్టి ాకా అ

ారత్ కూ ా ఆయా
ాలు ో
పర్

ేశం ా

సతఫ్

ె ికా,

ై ా, ర ాయ్లు మాతర్

ే ిం ి. సగరవ్ం ా

ారత్ ఆ రభ్ ం ం ి. 1958లో అ

ిం ం ి. ఘన

2007లో

ే ాల సరసన

ైన ఆయు ా న్ రూ ొ ం ిం నటు
ల్ పర్ ానమం ర్ న ేందర్

ాలను ా ిం ా

లుచ్ం ి. ఈ తర
ె ికా

జయా న్ అందుకుం ి. 1964లో అపప్టి

ై ా, 2015లో ర ాయ్ ఈ తర

చయాంటీ

ే ఈ ఘనతను

ాటిలైట్

ొ

ాటిలైట్

ే ిన

ెపన్ ను

ో యట్ ర ాయ్ ఈ మార్క్ ను అందుకుం ి.
ెపన్ ను రూ ొ ం ిం , పర్

. ాజా ా ారత్ ఈ ఘనతను అందుకుం ి. 1958లో అ
ెల ే ా

ె ికా.. ొ
. ాటి

ె ికా.

https://telugu.oneindia.com/news/india/what-is-mission-shakti-asat-know-all-aboutasat/articlecontent-pf213362-241617.html
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ాజా ా

.

ఆయు ా న్ తయారు

ా ి ా యాంటీ

ఆయు ా న్ అంత ికష్ంలోకి పర్ ే ం న సమయంలో ెదద్ ఎతు
త్ న మరశ్లు
ేయలేదు అగర్ ాజయ్ం అ

ా ిం ా

ీ

ిం ా

.

ా ి ా ఈ తర
ెదద్ ా ఖాతరు

Thu, 28 Mar 2019

'Cobra ball' surveillance on India
ారత్ ై ‘కోబార్ బాల్’ ఘా..!
ఇంట ెన్ట్ ెస్క్:
పర్య ాన్లు
పర్

ారత్ ై అ

ె ికా

ఘా ెటట్ ంి ా..? ఏ ాట్ పర్

ార్రం ం ం ా..? ప ి థ్ ితుల న్ అవున ే అంటు ాన్

గ అను ానులను గు త్ ంి ేందుకు
.

ారత్

నన్ యాంటీ

ాటిలైట్

ా న్ జయవంతం ా పూ త్ ి ే ిం ి. ీం ో పర్పంచంలో ఈ స త్ ా ఉనన్ ాలు ో ేశం ా అవత ిం ం ి. ఈ

ేపథయ్ంలో పర్పంచ ే ాలు ీ
నన్

ా ర్

ై ెదద్ ా ఎటువంటి అభయ్ం ా ాలు ెలల్ ించలేదు.
సమయంలో

11.30

బం ా ాఖాతంలోకి ఆర్ ీ-135ఎస్ కోబార్ బాల్ అ ే
అ

ె ికాకు

మానం

ెం ిన

ఒక

పర్ ేయ్క

వ చ్ ె ల్ ం ి.

రవ్హిం న

త ావ్త

బం ా ాఖాతం
ా ారణం ా

ారత్
కొ న్

ఘా
ప ీకష్లు

గంటలకే

ేలుళు
ల్ ,

జ ి ినపుప్డు ల ం ే బా

ట్ క్
ి

క ిసత్ ుం ి. అ

కిర్తం మా ాలు ఇలాంటి
టిలల్ ో ఒక ా

ేషం.

పర్

ాలు

ేటాను ఆర్

ె ికా వదద్ 55ఏళల్
మూడు ఉ ాన్

.

హిందూ మ సముదర్ంలో

ఇ ాన్, ఉతత్ రకొ ియాలు ఆయుధ ప ీ ిలు
మానంలో ేక ిం న సమా ారం
అ

ఇ ి

ార్ంతంలోకి పర్ ే ంచడం
ఏ ై ా

ీ135ఎస్ స

ైన

ి ో ా ిస్యా

ై క

రవ్హిం నపుప్డు ఈ

తత్ ం ేరు ా అ

థ్ ావరంలో

మానం

ె ల్

హ ిం ం ి.

ా ారణం ా

వ ాలను స

క ిసత్ ుం ి. ఈ

ె ికా ఎన్ఎస్ఏ, ి ెన్స్ ెకర్ట ీకి ేర ా

. ఈ ఘటన ై

ె ికా సప్ం ించలేదు. అగర్ ాజయ్ం ొ ంత ా ే వ ాలు ేక ి త్ ో ంద మాతర్ం అరథ్మవు ోం ి.
ఈ పర్

ా కి ఎందుకంత ార్ ానయ్ం..

అంత ికష్ంలో ఉనన్ ఉపగర్
కారణాలు ఉ ాన్
ఇతర వయ్ థ్ాలు

న్

ారత్ కూలేచ్ ిన పర్

. 2017 లెకక్ల పర్కార
రుగుతు ాన్

రగవు.. గంటకు 17,500

.

ార్ ానయ్ం ల ంచ ా కి

ే భూకకష్య్లో ా ాపు ఐదు ేలకు ై ా ఉపగర్ లు, ాకెట్ శకలాలు,

టిలల్ ో 95

ైళల్ ేగం ో అ

ా కి పర్పంచ ాయ్పత్ ం ా

ాతం ప కి ా

పర్యాణిసత్ ుంటా
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ె ేత్ ఉం ి.
.

ై ా అ

ఏమాతర్ం

టిలల్ ో గర్హశకలాలు కూ ా ఉంటా

ానం ా
. ఈ

ేపథయ్ంలో

ారత్కు

ేషం. పర్

గంలో ఏమాతర్ం

ెం ిన ప
ఆతమ్

ెం ిన యాంటీ ాటిలైట్ క చ్తం ా అనుకునన్ ల ాయ్ న్

ే ే ఉపగర్

నన్

ే ా వ చ్ ా అ ి మ ో

న్ కూలచ్డ

ేశ ఉపగర్

ేసత్ ుం ి. అంత సు న్త

ొ పర్యతన్ంలో ే

న్

ాకడ

ైన ఈ పర్

ే ించడం

.. లేక మన
ా న్

ే ా కే

ారత్ ఎం ో

ావ్సం ో పూ త్ ి ే ిం ి.
ౌతయ్ జయమా..?
ారత్ ఏ ాట్ పర్

మాతర్

గం పూ త్ ి

ే ాక పర్పంచ

ే అంత ికష్ భదర్త ై ఆం ో ళన వయ్కత్ ం

ఆం ో ళన వయ్కత్ ం

ే ిం ి. అంతకు

ం

ే ాలు

ెదద్ ా వయ్

ే ిం ి. అ

ేకత వయ్కత్ ం

ేయలేదు. ఒకక్

ె ికా మాతర్ం అంత ికష్ వయ్ థ్ాలు

అభయ్ంత ాలు ఎకక్ ా

రవ్హిం నపుప్డు పర్పంచ ే ాలు వర్ అభయ్ంత ాలు వయ్కత్ ం ే ా

ించలేదు. గతంలో

ాకి థ్ ాన్

ె ి ి ో ాయ
ై ా ఈ ప ీకష్

. అంత ికష్ంలో కూ ా ై కీకరణ ే త్ ో ంద ే

మరశ్లను ై ా ఎదు ోక్ ా స్ వ చ్ం ి.
ఉపగర్హ వయ్ థ్ ాలు పర్మాదకరమా..?
1996లో
2007లో
ెం ిన

ార్న్స్కు

ెం ిన ఉపగర్

ై ా యాంటీ ాటిలైట్ పర్
రుప

గకర

న్ కొ న్ వయ్రథ్ శకలాలు
గం

ే ినపుప్డు

ైన ఉపగర్హం అ

ా ాపు 2,000 శకలాలు ఏరప్ డ్ ా

ీకొ ాన్

.

ీం ో ఆ ి పూ త్ ి ా

ా ాపు 3 ేల శకలాలు

ె ికాకు ెం ిన ఇ ీ ియం

ెలువ డ్ ా

ాణిజయ్

ెబబ్ ం ి.

. 2009లో ర ాయ్కు

ాటిలైట్ను

ీకొం ి.

ీం ో

.

వయ్ థ్ ాలను ొల ించ ా కి సుకుంటునన్ చరయ్లు..
అంత ికష్ వయ్ థ్ాలను
సంబం ిం

ొల ించ ా కి పర్పంచంలో

కీలక

ఇంటర్ ఏజె స్ ేప్స్ ె ర్స్ కోఆ డ్ ి ేషన్ క

ెలల్ ిం ం ి. ారత్ కూ ా ఈ క

టీలో ఒక సభయ్ ేశ

ే ాలు చరయ్లు

సుకొంటు ాన్

.

ీ కి

టీ అంత ికష్ శకలాలను త గ్ ంి చ ా కి మారగ్ దరశ్కాలను
ే.

https://www.eenadu.net/nationalinternational/newsdetails/7/2019/03/28/74265/USAF-sendsMissile-Sniffer-Aircraft-After-Indias-ASAT-Missile-Test
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